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Bridgewater State College

Student Leaders Honored
Eleven Bridgewater State College
students were honored on Friday
evening, April 6, by the Bridgewater
State College Alumni Association.
The students were designated
recipients of Alumni Student

Leadership Awards, and were the
guests of the Association's
Executive Board and Class
Councilors at a dinner held in the
Student Union.
The. following students are this

. Certification'
Changes Explained
by Pat Duddy
Dr. Harper, Dean of the Division
of Special Education, called a
meeting recently to discuss the
impact that the newly passed
regulations for certification will have
on the undergraduates here at
Bridgewater State College.
During the meeting, it was
learned that the sophomores who
will be graduating in 1981 and who
plan on majoring in special
education will have to accelerate
their programs if they wish to come
under the old regulations. The
reason for this is that the new
regulations and the new programs
resulting from these regulations
must be in full swing by September
L 1980 .. In order to facilitate the new
program, faculty will be pulled out of
the old one; this. will cause a
shortage in professors.
You might ask, "Why not just hire
new professors in order to maintain
the old program (which the class of
~"'. :?1 i9 presently enrolIed in), andstill

have enough faculty left to use in the
new program?" Well, before
answering that I'd like to make a few
distinctions between the two. The
old program requires special
education majors to major in
elementary education also, and be
certified in el. ed. and special ed. at
the end of four years. On the other
hand, the new program requires
that those who wish to major in
special ed. be certified in elementary
ed., early childhood, middle school
(which is now being developed),
physical ed. or secondary
education, first, before going on to
major in special ed. These new
regulations aiso require that a full
semester practium he taken in the
first major, and that a half semesier
practium be taken in special ed. This
is the reason that current ahd future
Freshman will be enrolled in a
program exceeding the usual four
years.
As for the hiring of new
. (Cont., on p.3)

New Sign Unveiled
Venerable Woodward Hall, the
College's oldest residence hall, has a
brand new sign affixed to its. red
bricked front, thanks to the women
students who reside there.
In handsome gold letters on a
solid black background, the carved
wooden sign reads 'Woodward Hall
1911, and it was unveiled at a
SPecial ceremony hosted by the
young ladies of Woodward on
Thursday afternoon, April 19th.
Julie T obojka, President of
Woodward Hall, presented a brief
welcome tq the crowd anQ
H

•

explained it was the pride 'and warm
feeling that the residents have for
Woodward Hall that encouraged
them' to raise the money for the sign
and arrange to have it made.
House mother Mrs. Wheaton and
Director of Housing Ms. FitzGerald
were asked to join the Woodward
Hall officers and President
Rondileau for a group photograph
commemora.ting. the special event.
A reception for all present follow,ed
the ceremony.
(Courtesy of Dave Wilson)

year's Alumni Student Leadership
Award recipients:
James Billings--a senior Health &
Physical Education major from
Danvers. Jim is an SGA senator
President of Men's Athleti~
Association(MAA), and a member
of the basketball team.
Stephen Gray--a Psychology
major from Gloucester. Stephen is a
member of the Student Union
Board of Governors,. Program
,Committee, Entertainment
Committee, and an Orientation
Leader.
Ann Hackenson--a Political
Science major from Webster. Ann is
President of the Political Science
Club, and serves on many
committees. Ann was affiliated with
the student newspaper, The
Comment, and is an Orientation
Leader.
Nancy Inman~-a senior Chemistry
major from Foxboro. Nancy is VicePresident of the Senior Class, tutor,
an Orientation Leader, and serves
on many College committees.

Student

honored by the Alumni A~O~;"ltiu"

Maureen Maroney--a senior
Elementary Education major' from
Hnverhill. Maureen is a member of

the Student Union Program
Committee, Chairperson of
(Cont. on p.3)

Campus Election Results
of 1981
Currents Class
President

Compiled .by Jean St. Andre
Information courtesy National OnCampus Report
Rernini~cences .0fGovernor
King's hackjob on higher education
budgets could easily bring about an
occurence similar to that in
Connecticut. A "Funeral
Procession" mourning the" death of
higher education" at Western
Connecticut State College was
sponsored by the student
government there to protest delays
in funding for campus bUilding
construction. Here at BSe we could
have a gala funeral for all the vacant
teaching positions. Seems they just
don't hire any new prof's to replace
the ones that leave.
The effects of a raised drinking
age is affecting more places than
ESC. On-campus events at
Michigan colleges are reportedly
attracting bigger crowds since the
state's drinking age was raised to 2l.
At Michigan State University,
movie, lecture and· concert
attendance is up and fraternities are
. turning to such diversions as Coke
and pizza parties. Let's. hear it for
non-alcoholic good times and is the
Program Committee listening?
Even off-campus events can lead
to trouble for colleges, as was the
case in Pennsylvania recently. An
off-campus accident came under a
college's liability, said a jury in
Pennsylvania. Delaware Valley
College was found liable for an auto
accident that occured after an offcampus picnic at which alcoholic
beverages. were consumed.
Don't ask me why, but some.
people WANT to eat institution'
food. But the penalties may be
worse than a sick stomach after
eating the food. Meal ticket abuse is
no longer treated lightly at the U. of
Wisconsin-Madison. Under a new
policy,students caught altering
.meal tickets will be reported' to
police and charged with petty theft
by fraud.
Wouldn't it be nice to have
employers seek out employees here
rCont. on p.5)

Kim Cleghorn
John Banach
other
Vice President
David Munroe
M. O'Malley
other' ·
Secretary
DeniseF ullan
other
Treasurer
Russ LaPlume
Michael Ijams
other
Publicity Director
Jim Parr
other
Social Director
Bob Reed
other
Senators
C. Mankus
K.Lingren
Jean Sharland
Mark Nolan
others
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Editorials
--

Mem bers of the college community are often faced with the problem of
a too-loud stereo or of annoyingly loud conversations in the library.
Recently, however, these problems have had some really outstanding
manifestations. Unfortunately, in these particular cases, rudeness and
unthoughtfulness are as important to the issue as the noise levels
themselves.
The tirst of these cases involved the SCEC Dance Marathon which
took oli'\ce on Friday, April 20th in the SU Ballroom. The marathon was
held for a very good cause, but this still doesn't justify disrupting nearby
classes. For example, at 12 o'clock, a section of Voice and Diction was
meeting in the SU Demonstration Room, next door to the Ballroom. As
the name of the course implies, it involves speaking and, in fact, had
performances due that day. The instructor asked the people at the
marathon to turn the volume down at 12 o'clock and when the volume
was not lowered, she returned and made her request again. This time her
request was acted upon·-the volume was lowered to a reasonable level
and remained so tor at least a minute. Later, custodian Mario Motta
helped out by again asking that the sound be turned down. This time it
remained at a reasonable level for almost two minutes. These requests
were not unreasonable--the marathon organizers were not being asked
to turn off their music or even to lower it so that the dancers could not
hear it. All that was being requested was that the volume should be such
that people in the next room could hear each other speak. In a college-an academic environment--a class should always take preference over an
extra-curricular activity when .they conflict, and in this case a
compromise was possible.
That same evening (Friday, April 20th) the Library was open because
it was th.,t:! make-up day for Monday's PCE classes. Although the Library
was by no means crolNded, several students welcomed the opportunity
to Use it on Friday evening. However, they were interrupted by a
custodian who was loudly complaining that the Library should not be
open because there was no one there. This was nof only an insult to the
people who were there, but it also made it very difficult for them to
concentrate on the work that they were doing. If this man had a
complaint about the library's policy, he could have discussed it quietly
and therefore not have interrupted students who were trying to take
advantage of the facility.
These are only extreme examples of a problem that occur often at
SSe. Many dorm st~dents are faced with· stereo problems--stereos
playing loudly early in the morning or late at night, both weekdays and
weekends. Students should not be made to feel guilty for asking that a
stereo be lowered to such a level people in the next room are not
completely inconvenienced by it,. Some students actually study on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights and they do have the right to
request a reasonable sound level from their neighbors.
These problems need not be so annoying if people behaved as if they
realized that actions affect others as well as themselves.

J:<MT

.t Letters to the Edito~1
.~p§Jl'ibettera;

Statements on Sabbaticals
AAUP
Dr. Adrian Rondileau, President
of Bridgewater State College,
~ecently rejected the sabbatical
leave requests of certain faculty
members who are eligible and
whose requests have been
approved by their respective
departments.
The American Association of
University Professors in its
"Statements on Principles on
Leaves of Absence" takes the
position that a "sound program of
leaves is ... of vital importance to a
college or university" and that
"faculty members, acting through
appropriate representatives, should
have a key role in the selection of the
recipients of .individual leaves. "
(MUP Policy Documents and
Reports, 1977, pp. 91-92)
The Bridgewater chapter of the
MUP believes that President
Rondileau's decision is inconsistent
'!Jith AAUP principles and
constitutes a serious. blow to the
sabbatical leave system as well as to
the principle of collegiality.
The chapter strongly urges'the
President to reconsider his decision
on sabbaticals in the light of AAUP
principles.

Faculty
Dear President Rondileau:
. The undersigned members of the
faculty strongly urge you to
reconsider your decision not to
recommend for sabbatical leaves
se\7eral members of the :faculty who
were eligible- and . . had been
recommended by their department
chairpersons.

Although the collective
bargaining agreement may give you
discretionary power in making
recommendations for sabbatical
leaves, we believe that in this
instance yO:..J have exercised your
power in a way that is contrary to
the dear intent of the agreement to
assure the award of· sabbatical
leaves to qualified faculty members
wherever possible. We believe, too,
that you unilateral and unexplained
decision is contrary to the principle
of collegiality. If there was a
compelling reason why some
sabbatical requests should be
denied, the faculty ought to have
been· told what it is and ought to
have been consulted to ensure that
~he assignment of leaves was fair
and academically sound.
(As of Tuesday's (4/24) deadline
for material to included in this
week's" Comment, over one
hundred fulltime BSC faculty have
signed the above letter which will be
sent to President Rondileau.)

. History Dept.
Dr. Adrian Rondileau
President
Bridgewater State College
Dear Dr. Rondileau:
The members of the History
Department are dismayed by the
recent decision not to recommend
sabbatical leaves for the academic
year 1979-80 for some of our
colleagues. This action will
Idversely affect the intellectual
standards at Bridgewater State
College ...
We are firmly committed to the
principle of sabbaticals and believe
them to be aright of every faculty
member. They are absolutely
necessary for the continuation and

renewal of one's intellectual
dev€iopment. Any denial to a faculty
member· of a sabbatical that has
been recommended by .a
department· after careful review.of
the established guidelines of the
college is a matter of grave concern.
It erodes faculty morale and
permanently damages the quality of
educ~tion offered by the
department.
We cannot understand the
unwillingness of the Administration
to recommend a ~abbaticaHor one
of our history colleagues. The
History Department has willingly
absorbed the extra load in the past
and is equ~l1!/ willing to continue to
do so in the future_
All segments of . the college
community should support firmly
the principle of sabbaticals. All
legitimate requests for sabbattcals
should be gra.nted.
Very truly yours,
Th~ History Department
(Signed by 15 members of the
History Department)

Chem. ·Club

Thanks
Customs
We'd like t6 -express' our
appreciation in this short but
sincere letter, to customs' FOOG
Service, for its generosity in giving
the students of the Chemistry Club
food and paper supplies for their
cainpout. Food shopping for the
New York campout:,.·was facilitated
quite a bit (financially Clnd
convenience-wise)! This was due to
Customs' help. Because we had
meal . tickets,' the food service
actually gave us our meals ... ahead
of time!
Thankyou once again,
The Chemistry CI~b

Thanks and
Appreciation
My name is Bill Gustafson and!
am a Chemistry-Geology major and
a member of the Class of 1980.
About a month ago, my briefcase
(and its contents) was stolen from a
local establishment. Among the
contents were two textbook~. a
calculator, a lab (Chem.) note hook,
and my entire set of notes from
every class I'mtaking this semeSTer.
These articles were fervently sought
after, but unfortunately not tound..
Upon hearing of th~ ulCldent. nly

classmates and teachers of the
Earth Science and Geography
Dept. were overwhelming helpful111
every-- sense of the word. I was
offered help in the form of notes,
textbooks, access to copy·
machines and general understanding
and kindness. Shortly after the
incident (and without my
knowledge) certajn peonle in the

Dept. organized an effo~t ro raise
money to be used to replace my
briefcase. It was very pleasing to
arrive at school on the subsequent
Monday and be prsesnted with the
excellent new case along with a card
bearing the names (and their
comments) of many people whom I
have shared di'\~~p~ urithin tho n:>ct
(L~l;llS Cont.Q!:l.2'~

Deadlines
Monday at noon: Classified
Ads, Advertisments and
Announcements.
Tues£;lay at 1100n: Articles,
Letters and Commentaries.
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VOLUNTEERS FOR STUDENJ

{Announcements]
AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS
American Jewish Congress previews Egypt-Israel peace tours and
expanded overseas program to Israel, Europe, the Orient, Africa and
Central America, for members under and over 40··singles and marrieds.
FEATURED: SUMMER 1979 SINGLES CONVENTION II (Israel·
Egypt), COUPLES CONVENTIONI (Israel). Hear Betty Alderson,
Overseas Program Director, at Congregation Kehillath Israel, 384
Harvard Street, Brookline, Monday, April 29: 7p.m. (under 40s);
8:30p.m. (general). Admission: FREE. Telephone 542·0265, or write AJ
Congress, 72 Franklin St., Boston, Ma. 02110, for free illustrated travel
brochure and reservations.

THE AMAZING KRESKIN
The world famous mentalist Kreskin will appear in the Brockton High
School Auditorium on Wednesday, May 16, at 8:00p.m. This
performance is the last event in the Spring Series sponsored by the
Brockton Community School's Cultural Committee.
Kreskin, who is billed as "The Amazing Kreskin," is one of the most
popular and baffling mentalists of bur time. His feats of ESP have long
intrigued the viewers of the Johnny Carson and Mike Douglas shows. "Television is just one place where you have seen his amazing feats. This
internationally famed mentalist, entertainer and author has been
amazing millions around the world via live concerts in theatres,
nightclubs and university campuses for years.
Kreskin's astounding feats are almost limitless.' He allows a member of
the audience to hide his paycheck, with the understanding that he will
forego his fee for that performance if he cannot locate it. One of the
audience acts aS,a guide to Kreskin by concentrating on the check~s
location. No words are mentioned! He rarely goes unpaid!
, No one will want to miss this exciting evening. Tickets are ayailable at
the Brockton Community School office and-are priced at $5.00 for adults
and $4.00 for students and senior citizens. Tickets will be mailed if a
check with self·addressed stamped envelope is sent to Kreskin tickets,
Brockton Community Schools, 43 Crescent Street, Brockton, Ma.
02401. For further information call 580·7597.

SCHOLARSHIPS TO BE AWARDED
Scholarships totaling $3,450 will be awarded to the five finalists at the
next Miss Taunton Pageant to be held on October 20 this year. This
represents an increase of $1,200 according to an announcement made
today by Norman McMann, President of the Miss Taunton Scholarship
Pageant Corporation.
Miss Taunton of 1980 will receive a$1,500 scholarship. First runner-up
will receive $750, second runner-up will receive $500, third runner-up will
receive $400, and fourth runner-up will receive $300.
Since the Miss Taunton Scholarship Pageant came under new
sponsorship in 1976, scholarships totaling $7,500 have been awarded. It
is believed by local pageant officials that the Miss Taunton Scholarship
Pageant Corporation is one of the leaders in the country in the amount of
scholarship monies awarded at the local pageant level.
. McMami, stClted that, the support of the community has been
fesp?~sible ~~idtt:lS;,lh~ c<p!p,qr~!iqu as:~is~,th.~se,Y:9yq~ wo~en to meet
(the nsmg costs'ofhlgher educatIon.·
"
~"pr~par~tioJ1s ar~, already underway for the next Miss Taunton
Scholarship Pa'geaht'to be held in October, 1979. Contestants must be
between the ages of 17 and 27, and at least a high school senior at
pageant time. Further information may be obtained by addressing an
inquiry to the Miss Taunton Pageant, Box 206, Taunton.

.··.----iiii·siijoENy·-UNION·COpy.cENTiii··...........·........ ----.. ---..
located on the ground floor of the Student Union across from the Sub
Shop, offers a quality copy service at low cost $.06 per copy, 2, sided
copies are $.12. Now resumes can be copied on high quality bond paper
in either ivory or white, matching envelopes can also be purchased. The
prices are; $.08 per copy, blank sheets for cover letters $.06, matching
envelopes $.03. Now you can have all your copying done :right here at the
Student Union Copy Center.

------··cHRis·yiANs·IN·iHi:··woRLD··coMMUNiiy..·-----··--..···--..-A series of Sunday afternoon lectures will be held April 29-May 20 at Old
South Church at Copley Square in Boston entitled, "Christians in the
World Community; Expectations for the Future." This conference is in
anticipation of the World Council of. Churches Conference, "Faith,
Science, and the Future" to be held at MIT in July, 1979. Christian
Fellowship, the on-campus Protestant group, will be sending delegates to
. Old South Church. Any students wishing to attend but needing
transportation should contact the Christian Fellowship office in the
Student Union. The program' is outlined as follows; April 29, 2:00 p.m."The Western· Captivity of. Theology", Huston Smith-Syracuse
University, Abraham Thomas-Bridgewater St~te College. May 6, 4 p.m.~
"Nuclear·Disarmament",-WiIliam Sloane Coffm-Former Chaplain, Yale
Univ., Christopher Nteta-Bo:;ton State College~ May 13,2:00 p.m.· "Self·
Reliant Development", Burges Carr·AIl·African Council of Churches,
Marie Augusta Neal-Emmanuel College. May 20, 2:00 p.lT\.,-"The Third
World's Contribution to Christian Theology"·Ulisio. Torres,,:Chilean
. Methbdist Pastor.

volunteers for next
'er judicial board which
Ity brought forth by the
. 2er for the office of
Irian is knowledgeable
,:1d issues rulings on
'19 meetings. Both the
nted by the Student
:se contact the Student
ilt Union, or call at 697Ide in the final weeks of

The Student Government ASSOCirltl!
year's Student Court. The Court is a S2'.'t'
interprets questions of constitutionalit'y c'
college. Also the SGA is seeking a
Parliamentarian for next year. The Par!i
and familiar with Parliamentary Proce
Parliamentary Procedure whenever ask,"
Student Court and Parliamentarian an
Government President. For those interes;.
Government Office on the third floor of trv
3321, Ext. 421·422. These appointments v.:"
this semester. Thank you.

'IS

IDENTIFICA TION NEEDED
Anyone without a Mass. Drivers License Si',
get an ID card. This applies to foreign and ov
card or a Mass State License will be needi

go to the Registry and
: ate students, too. This
, entrance to the RAT.

'!!

POLITICAL SCIENCE THANKS "] ~ ! (. SE INVOL VED
The Political Science Club would Iiketo thaI
. student body and the
faculty for all their help in making the third ar' , ,) atriots Day Marathon
a success. The entrants were classified in tr,," ategories, which were
JSS the finish line were
men, women, and faculty. The first six mer
,teve Dinatali, with a time of 14:07, Scott r . rolamo, with a time of
14:33, Doug Mildram, with a time of 14:38, Su);' drennan, with a tjme of
':5: 16, Gary Muello, with a time of 15: 18, and'. .' Kenney, with a time of
C,:27. The first woman finisher was Jenny \/.' . h, with a time of 19:14,
ld the first faculty finisher was Bob Otto. \..,": • <l time of 21:48.
A check in the amount of forty·three doil.,!· was presented to the
merican Heart Association representative 0: .. ',and that morning.
AQUABRYTES THIRD ANNUAL SH; .' W
The 1979 Aquabrytes would like to extend an ll~ :ation to everyone and
hcpe that all will be able to attend their annual,", ,w to be given on April
26, 27 and 28 at 8:00p.m. at the Kelley Gymn:; 1m Pool. Admission is
fret;;!. This year's theme is "Reflections." The rou,es, costumes and new
talent protray the theme well, through out t h,. lOW. So, come reflect
with us and enjoy yourself as you 09.
REAUZATION OF HEALTH SEMINA',:
RAYMOND MOODY M.D.,Jauthor of the best ·\~lIjng book, Life After
Life, and more recently, Laugh After Laugh: .·he Role of Humor in
Healing) and Gladys McGarey, M.D.~ will give (' special day·long event,
, entitled "Positive Attitudes and the Realization i" Health," on Saturday,
May 12, 9:30a.m.-5:30p.m., ath the Harvard So . nee Center, 1 Oxford
Street, Cambridge, $30. For more information ;; i registration, contact
INTERFACE 63 Chapel St., Newton, Mass. It!. 7) 964·7140 (weekday
afternoons.)
INTERFACE is an educational association dedic.,i!ed to introducing and
nurturing holistic awareness in the New Englan.' region.
NEW GAMES DA Y
On Wednesday April 25 (raindate May 2), you cal celebrate the day with
play. Everyone is invited to attend. It is held al the end of the SSC
Football field. It's FREE!! Time is from 3:30-5:3CJp.m.
Just wear movable clothing.

Special
Education
(Cant from p.1)
enough money in the state college
system at present to finance such an
operation. The overall trend in
spending today seems to be Freeze
the Budget.
Getting back to the class of '81,
since the new program must be
operable by 1980, and there won't
be enough faculty to go around, the
class of '81 will have to either
accelerate their programs in order
to finish before the new regulations
are in effect (thus graduating in
August of 1980), or change their
majors.
,In the first case, those who
elected to accelerate their programs
would find themselves in summer
sessions and possibly taking night
courses. Many students expressed
concern over this matter, saying
that they simply could not afford to
take their courses all at once, c'md
that the summer sessions and night
courses would interfere with their
part time jobs and family life. For
them, changing majors may be the
only solution.
The sophomores at not the only
ones effected by the new
regulations. F'reshman majoring in
special education must declare their
majors as being either elementary
ed., early childhood, middle school,
secondary education, or physical
education. Only after they complete
the first program, will they be able to
enter the special education
program. Only half of the Freshman
intending to major in special ed.
came to the meeting on April 19th in
the Student Union Demo. Room, to
pick up change of major forms.
That's right--you've got to get the
form and have it signed by your new
advisor which will be determined
once you decide which of these
majors interests you. Alot of you
have to get moving!

BOSTON AREA BICYCLE COALITIO:\J
EVENTS;'
Sunday, June 3, 1979
*Morning' Gathering Ride: Cyclists will gatherlr1 more than a dozen
communities, including Milton, Quincy, Don'~'i' 'ster, South Boston,
Brookline, Newton, Cambridge, Roxbu\
Watertown and

-······'CLEAN~Aj;tWEEit·"~:c~~;~~~;~;r<"~'1"~7~,',~~JC.·~·:'~---~-~-.-~i
The Southeastern Massachusetts Lung Association (SEMLA), affiliated
with the American Lung Association and other lung associations
throughout the United States, will be celebrating "Clean Air Week" from
April 30-May 6, 1979. Tbe purpose of this week is to inform the public
how the polluted air we breathe injures our lungs, and to stimulate their
interest enough to DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT. Dirty air can not only
break down the lungs' defenses, but can also make them more
susceptible to acute lung diseases, such as influenza, pneumonia, and
colds. It can also contribute to chronic lung diseases, such as asthma·
emphysema and chronic bronchitis and poses a real threat for people
who already have a respiratory or heart ailment as well as children and
the elderly. The chief offenders of dirty'air are tailpipes of gasolineburning motor vehiclees, smokestacks of industrial plants, power plants
and incinerators from which carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, sulfur
oxides, nitrogin oxides, photochemical smog, lead and poisonous
chemicals' are spewed. How can the public help ... One of the most
:important ways is by practicing '1nspection Maintenance" (11M). This
:means 'r-eguJar inspection of tailpipes and, if emission standards are not
:met, then havins cars tuned,properly. Also, by supporting regulations
limiting auto and industrial emissions, setting air quality standards,
developing alternate sources of nonpolluting energy, removing
pollutants from fuel before burning and many other ways which the
public will be made more aware of during "Clean Air Week."
.

,( RT

,,.' ,..

the Boston;~~~1~~~~~_.;.:~~:,::
renowned athletes, cyclists, politicians and celebrities who will speak on
cycling-related topics of health, ecology and fitness. There will also be
special presentations on energy and legislations for practical bike
facilities.
*Mass Ride to Bike Fair at 1:00p.m.: Rally participants will take a mass
ride through Boston's Back Bay and across the Charles to River Bend
Park in Cambridge··site of Bike Fair.
*Bike Fair, 1:90p.m. at River BendPark: Bike Fari wjJ]feature more th"n
20 exhibits including a demonstration of newly-designed pedal-powered
boats by MIT students. Recreational rides will leave the fair, for scenic
and historic tours throughout the day.
MONDAY, JUNE 4,1979
*Commuter Day: Cycling commuters from outlying communities will
join a morning caravan into downtown Boston.
More information on Bike Day is available on the Bike Hotline, (617)
727-3179 a~d in the BABCnewspaper available in bike stores.
The BABC is a 5oo·member all volunteer organization. Co-sponsors
of Boston Bike Day include th~ American YouthHostels, Charles River
Wheelmen, Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles; Environmental
Protection Agency and Massachuse~ts Blue Cross.

UP-COMING IN/REC;.EVENTS
Red Sox vs. CaliforniaAngels~M(mday, May 7 (an evening game). Cost·
$5.00-indudes transportation and reserved box seat. Sign·ups; May 1
and 2, 10-2 p.m. across frol'Tl the bookstore.

·····.. ·cj.jiLDREN~S-PHySicAi-DEvEioPMENT·ciINic······· ..··.
Application forms are now available for positions as clinicians and
assistant clinicians for the fall session of 1979. The Clinic program,in
operation since 1974 and the only one of its kind in New England, is
devoted to the physical, motor (play and sport), and social improvement
of special needs children, ranging in age from 18 months through 20
years. Applications can be obtained from the main office of the Health
and Physical Education Dept. or from Dr. Huber's office (Room 103) in
Kelly Gymnasium. Positions are open for current Freshmen,
Sophomores, and Juniors in Health and Physical Education, Special,'
Education, Early' Childhood Educaction, Elementary Education,
Secondary Education, Psychology; Sociology, Social Work,
Communication Arts and Sciences. The deadline for applications is
Friday, May 11th.

··· ....·"A"A..jViEEiiNG-Ay·"iiii··CATHOiiC'·CENiiR....·····..··· .........,Every Monday night at 8:30. This is an open meeting, the public and all
interested are invited. If alcohol is a problem in your life, Alcoholics
Anon. is here to help. For more information, contact Fr. MacNamara at
the Catholic Center- ext. 555.
-.................................................................... -.................................. -.. -- ... -- .. --.-- ---- ... ......... ......... _- ...... _........ -........................................ .
~

-~

SENIORS
Your black and white glossy pictures should be in as soon as possible to
ensure that they get
. into the yearbook.
,

(Cont. from p.l)
Orientation Leader.
Theresa McGrath··a senior
Special Education major from Hyde
Park. Theresa. is Vice Chairperson
of the Student Board of Governors,
Chairperson of the Program
Coml:nittee, a member ,of the
Yearbook staff and' Orientation
Leader'.
.
Michael Palma··a senior
Communication Arts & Sciences
major from Everett. Michael is
President of the Senior Class and
also serves on many comm~ttees.
Albert Silva, ,Jr .-·a senior
Psychology major from Middleboro.
Albert is President of the Student
Government
Association(SGA),
Vice-President of the AU·College:
Committee. He is affiliated with the
Campus' Radio Station WBIM,
campus newspaper, The Comment, .
and serves on many committees.
Julie T obojka--a senior History
major from New Bedford. Julie is
President of Woodward Hall
Dormitory and is affiliated with the
Catholic' Center and is _an
Orientation Leader.
'
Yvonne Whife··a senior Special
Education major from South
Easton. Yvonne is activelY involved'
with the Afro·American Club:,... _ _
James FarreUt , Jr~··a· senior
Communication Arts & Sciences
major from Westwood. Jim is
President of the student apartments
at Great Hill.
(~ol,lrtesy of Dave Wilson)
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1~~~2~ncements I Yucatan Trip Reviewed
The Sse Stage Band rehearses each Monday and Wednesday in room
UG 4 in the Student Union at 4:30 p.m. The band received many
complimentsd on its performance in the WJAR·TV Celebral Palsey
Telethon and was even recalled to the stage for an encore in that
at telecast. Several performance dates are lined up for the coming
months. -Anyone interested in joining the group should come to any
rehearsal ready to sit in and play.

········stiMMER·j(jliS··.. ···················· .. ··· ...................................................

of

Looking for a summer job? Information on a number
positions
including camp counseling,. summer theatre, and hotel work have been
posted by the Office of Student Life outside the President's Office in
Boyden Hall.

·..·....LiAR'N·To··i:oVE· ..·....·....······· ..··· ....·..·.... ···· ..··..·..·...........................
Join us in our search to understand a bit·God. ourselves, life, in the
worship workshop, BSC Union, Room 207, Wednesdays, 3:30 p.m.

. HEALm CENTER
The Mantoux T.B. Testing Clinic will be held on Friday, May 4th, 1979
from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. at the
College Health Center,on the ground floor of Tillinghast Hall.
If you haven't picked up your insurance identification cards, please picke
·them up at the Health Center as soon as possible.

·........iii,iiiiiNG··c"ENiiii··· ..··....····..····..·.. ····....········ .................................
The Writing Center in Maxwell 238 offers the student an opportunity for
individualized instruction in writing. Whatever the writing problem,
minor or major, grammatical, mechanical, syntactical, rhetorical, .or
stylistic, the Writing Center will do it~ best to help the student diagnose
the problem and develop an irtstructiona! program designed to remedy it.
The extent of a student'sjime commitment is flexible; participation is
voluntary. The Writing Center will be staffed during the following hours;
Monday, 9 am to noon: Prof. Angell; noon to 3 pm. Prof. McGinnis.
Tuesday, 10:30 am to noon: Prof. Nickerson; 12:30·3:30 pm; Prof. Angell.
Wednesday, noon to 3 pm: Profs. McGinnis and Donnelly. Thursday,
10:30 am to noon: Prof. Nickerson, and Friday, 9 am to noon: Prof.
Angell.

by Elaine Howard
On Monday May 7th at 7:30 P.M.
in the library lecture hall, there will
be a slide presentation of the trip to
Yucatan by the Earth Science &
Geography Club. Before the
presentation, coffee and doughnuts
will be served in room 306 of the
science building. All are invited to
attend. The trip to Yucatan was the
ultimate vacation. We climbed
intellectually stimulating Mayan
ruins, swam in the Carribean Sea,
and ate exotic food such as snails.
Professor Enright was better than a
tour guide and the rest of the group
was so friendly that we were like
one, big, happy family. In fact on
drunken Mayan thought we were
one big, happy family. While sitting
in the bar at our hotel in Merida, this
middle age man sat down with us.
He was quite drunk and he thought
that Professor Enright was our
father, Pat. Knudson was our
mother, and the rest of us were their
kids.
We spent two days at a beautiful
resort called Akumal. Dr. Jahoda
took some students scuba diving
and I went snorkeling for the first
time (with thanks to Jean Marie
Kent who let me use her snorkeling

equipment.) We also ate coconuts sacrificed and then thrown into the
and collected gorgeous coral from well. So much happened on our trip
the beach. One of the most to Yucatan that I could write a book
impressive ruins that we saw was at' about it. Come to the slide
Chichen Itza where there was a presentation and relive the entire
sacrificial well. Women were trip with us again!
.

Bse Alumnus:

Grad, Finds Career in D.C·.

Stephen flew to Washington in
at the headquarters and. regional
March
to check out positions
offices
of
various
Federal
A BSe graduate has been chosen'
Anyone without a Mass. Drivers License should go to the Registry and
offered by some agencies. He chose
to participate in. the Presidential departments and agencies.
get an ID card. This applies to foreign and out·of-state students, too. ThIS
1nterns 'might work on an to work for the Department of the
Management Intern Program which
card or a Mass. State License will be needed for entrance to the Rat.
agency's budget request and Navy starting this July.
was enacted by President Jimm}i
'1 will be negotiating admini·
'....··~APPRECIAiio"FtiioR··MARA:iHON·HEi.p....·..·..·· .. ·.. ··· ......·....
Carter in' 1977. The program justification, write speeches, review
strative
contracts, doing budget
proposed
legislation,
answer
accepted2S0 outstanding students .
The Political Science Club would Iiketo thank the student body and the
Congressional inquiries, draft work, and doing work involving the
for two years of federal service.
faculty for all their help in making the third annual Patriots Day Marathon
StephenJ. MeAlarney, a political reports, or analyze organizational purchasing of weapons. There will
a success. The entrants were classified in three categories, which were
be various training sessions and
science major, graduated from BSC patterns and structures.
men, women, and faculty. The first six men across the finish line were
seminarsl11 haveto- go t{)/" $tephen~
Assignments
will
involve
significant
a
few'
years
ago
and
he
received
the
Steve Dinata1i,with .a time of 14:07, Scott Oi Girolamo, with a time of
explained. "It's a very good 'Crlreer~
Political Science Award from SSC. work on pending issues.
14-:33, Doug Mildram, with a time of 14:38, Scott Brennan, with a time of
start.
These
initial
appointments
·He
transferred
to
the
University
of
.
15:16, Gary Muello, with c. time of 15:18, and Tom Kenney, with a time of
John Hogan, another SSC'
Massachusetts, Amherst, and got involve a salary of approximately
15:27. The first woman\fjnisher. was Jenny Walsh, with a time of 19:14, .
graduate, was also. chosen as' a
his. master's degree.in public $16,000 per year. At the e lld of the
and the first faculty finisher wasBob Otto, with a time of 21:48.~ check
two·.year$,. the .participants .'. will be finalist in this program. He,too, will
.
..'
in
arn91111~()f t'?~ty-t~r~e 4qn~r;;w~.presentedtpJh~A;xn~can He~·'.J '. .\~mmi~ltf;a~~., :i~Y . >
''13sC' gave me the diScipline that r eligible for regular civil ~rvice be flying to Washington to look into
Ass-oclanorirepteSentatlve on:hand that mornh1g. . , '.
different federal agencies.
needed and helped me to develop appointments.
decent study habits, Stephen
_ STUDENT ACTION FOR HUMAN CONSERVATION
commented. "'I began to believe in
On February 24, eight members' of Student Action for' Human
myself.' The education is well worth
Conservation attended a workshop at The American Cancer Society in
it."
Boston where they were trained to be facilitators for Stop Smoking
At U-Mass, .Stephen became
Programs. They are prepared. to offer this program to all students and
involved in an . internship·type
faculty of B.S.C. who wish to quit smoking. The spring session started
program and has been working at (Cont: from p.2)
the students who participated in last
the State Bureau of Registration This lifted my spirits (attitude) to n
April 9th and continues for 3 weeks. It is offered on Mondays and
Friday's Dance Marathon for
since January of 1977"
f(i!cord high after they had seen a
Wednesdays from 12:30 to 2:00 or from 6:00 to 7:30. Anyone interested
Cerebral Palsy. All the students who
The students who were: chosen to record low. It's amazing the nuber of
can sign up in the information booth by April 6th or contact Mary Anne
danced, sponsored dancers, spun
participate in the pi'Qgram in great people you come in contact
'Zappone in Wood Hall. Tel 697·8321, ext. 351
records, supervised the dance and
Washington are all QI;.~standing with. after the actions of only one
RESULTS OF UBRARY SCIENCE CLUB ELECTIONS
those ·who donated money to the
students and were recomrllended low-life derelict. .Thnakyou very
The new Library Science Club officers for the 1979·80 school year are:
dance are great assets to our
by the college or university fhat they much to all of you (you know who
President.-Michelle Stenson; Vice·President··Kathleen Healy;
attended.
.
you are) and especially to DAve and community. These are the kind of
Secretary··ijetsy Hanson; Treasurer--Debbie Blesedeol.
"'I got a call fromSpeakerO'Ne.il's Evelyn (to who I wish a very happy "f)eople who make our country
,............................. .............................................................. *" ................
office to inform
It. was .. a marriage) and Pat who was an strong, and the proud country that it
TRIP TO BOSTON PUBUC UBRARY
is. Their time, effort, money, and
tremendous feeling; W Stephen said. inspiration when I was down and
The Library Science Club is sponsoring a rip to the Boston Public
energy
is greatly appreciated. They
"'It is something I really wanted."
continues to inspire while r m felling
Library on Saturday, April 28 to hearchildren'$ author Beverly Cleary
did an excellent job of trying to
The purpose of the program is to good· again.
lecture. Please sign up on the sheet located outside the Library Science
make this event a success. These
match the needs of recent
people should be proud of the job
Office before Friday. April 27.
Bill Gustafson
graduates
specifically
trained
in
-....... .................. -.. -... -. -......... --- ........ -........................................................-...................................................................... -- .................... .
._that they did considering the
public management with the needs
conditions that they worked under,~
GAMES FOR CEREBRAL PALSY
of .Federal departments. and
The National Association of Sports for Cerebral Palsy announces that
I am however appalled at the poor
agencies.
Dear Editor,
on May 12 and 13, at Springfield College, the Northeast Regional Games
(Cont. on p.8)
The graduates involved will work
I would like to highly commend
for the Cerebral Palsy and Multi·disabled athletes. Volunteers are
needed to assist the athletes in all areas for these two days. For more
.. information please call or write:
TimothyJ. McCarron, Director
Garden City Activity Center
295 California Street
Newton, MiSs. 02158
((r17) %5~3389

IDENTIFICATION NEEDED

9~ Sue Asci
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~
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..··..·..19·19-WiiAii··wATCH·iiiiPs············..······..·····..···...............,........
The whale watch trips ar~ now open to all Bridgewater State College
faculty, students; and staff. There are three trips this year: May 10, 22,
and 29. All trips depart Provincetown at 1O:30a.m. Cost per person is
$6.00. I would appreciate payment when you sign up to avoid some of the
confusion of last year. Additional information is posted outside Room
114 of the Science BUilding orean be obtained by calling me or Mrs.
DeVincentis. Last year'stripiwere very successful, with good sightings
of bothfinbacks, and humpbacks. I hope this year's trips are even more
so. When you sign up pl~aseindicate wh~ther you can take riders to
Provincetown and please. give a .phone number. where you can be
.contacted. Please contact Dr. Jahoda··Biology Department ext. 317 .

..·....·yQ'u··Toci·CAN··fi:,iv:E·FAMCius·picTVRES··..··········; .........
Brighten up your walls by borrowing a new art reproduction from the
Briqgewater Public Library. .....
.'
.
.....
. ..
. Nearly SO framed. prin~s frpm the impressionist period' up to. the
modern abstract expressionist pe!iod ar~ available for loan.

SCEC Marathon
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RACking Them I Jp..;.

Playing the 'Shell's Game
by Robert A. Cote
To: Boston Edison Comoanv
F rom: A concerned customer
Re: The reason for your lack of popularity concerning nuclear power
plants.
On Wednesday the 18th, I attended an anti-nuclear rally sponsored by
some on and off-campus groups affiliated in some way with Bridgewater
State College. My purpose was to .see if some news could be picked up
regarding nuclear power. Well, I didn't learn anything new, but I did learn
some interesting things about their tactics and how to sell an idea which
perhaps could be adapted to your point of view.
The first step is to get a group of people together for a rally. Then, for
speakers provide an alarmist math professor from Northeastern
University and a minister, bring along some cute babies with "No Nuke"
buttons pinned to their little overalls and the clincher: (this is the really
persuasive part of the rally) have folksingers sing about unrelated topics.
N ow if that doesn't get the average citizen to run out and picket Pilgrim I
nothing will.
Up till now, logic and reason haven't seemed to work too well for your
side--maybe the folksingers wouldn't be a bad idea.
Another aspect that perhaps would gain a little more popularity for
your side would be if you had a catchy name. Since Clamshell is already
being used, I doubt it would be especially ethical for you to use that one.
Also you have to be careful if you choose a cute acronym like SCAN
(Student Committee Against N~kes). I believe that one has been used
also. But, let's face it--nobocy can relate to Montaup Electric, and
Thomas Edison died decades ago. Therefore, why not try a new name
like Universal Energy Company, everyone can relate to the energy of the
Universe. Perhaps an acronym is in order, something like SEA-BIRO-Suppling Electricity Anywhere-Because (of) Increasing Residential
Demands. Well, maybe the acronyms need a little work but you get the
idea.
Now about lying down in front of the Clamshell main office ...

Corrections
April 12th issue of The Comment.
In the article "Sabbaticals Denied," the list of professors denied
sa~baticals excluded Dr. Delisle of the English Department.
In th column "RACking Them Up," a line was typed as: '1nconsiderate
co-eds make a mess of [cafeteria tables]. It should have read
"inconsidera~e clods ... "
The Luddy Bus Company has announced the following schedule for
Boston/Bridgewater runs:
Bridgewater to Boston: 6:35am, 7:00 am, 7:20 am, 7:50 am and
3:50 pm.
.
Boston to Bridgewater: 8:00am, 4:30 pm, 5:15 pm, 5:45 pm
and 6:30pm.
,J;l~~:far"~ j~.'r1PW ~2:.50., , ' .
,
.\';.,~Jl ~~to~~onnectioJ:ls,are made at South Station.

Nukes Discussed
The Power Plague was the title for
a program held Wednesday
evening, April 18th, in the Library
Lecture Hall. It was presented to a
group of about three hundred
students and members of the area
community.
Reverend Huffines, of the
Christian Fellowship, was one of the
co-sponsors for the program and he
helped the Clamshell Alliance, an
anti-nuclear group, with the
organization of the program.
Twice during the day, a program
dealing with the Brown's Ferry
Incident was shown on closed
circuit TV in the S.U.
At the evening program, Mr.
Stephen Cabral, Professor of
Anthropology and Sociology,
began, "The prpgram's purpose is
two-fold; first, to priZsent a forum
and second, to get people to
consider alternative perspectives to
nuclear power. The issue concerns
everyone in this room and will affect
generations to come."
Prof. Robert Case, of
Northeastern University, gave a
lecture on the subject. He is also a
member of the National Council of
Churches Energy Study Panel. His
discussion touched upon
Pennsylvania's three mile island
accident, low level radiation
leakage, possibility of catastrophe,
waste storage, civil liberties, and
economic effects.
One of his main concerns is how
the nuclear issue is handled in
education. He continued. "ThORp.
programs in universities and
colleges are not operating to
provid~ independent thought and
criticisms of those companies
{involved ed in supporting nuclear
power plants}and institutions of our
society."
His lecture followed with
questions and :.answers. He also

Prof. Robert Case of Northeastern University, spoke·at

briefly discussed such alternatives
as hydro, wind, and solar power. He'
ended by questioning the validity of
nuclear power.
Throughout the evening live folk
music was provided by various
entertainers including, Mark, Meike
and Wick, Jim Palana and Tony
Mederros, Jim Monahan, and
George Hartley.
Those attending could purchase
pamphlets from the Clamshell
Alliance mem bers during
intermission. The Clamshell
Alliance was formed in 1976 and is
made up of sixty New England
QfQanizations.Their purpO!'f' is to

inform "people and to stop the
construction of nuclear power
plants. They have held various
public meetings, teachings, rallies,
and fairs.
The final presentation was a slide
show. It was compiled by Helen
Caldicott, an Australian pediatrician
and physician, who has been an
environmental activist since 1971.
She has visited the U.S. several
times to make speeches.
A similar program is planned for
May featuring William Abbott, Esq.
who is presently testifying against
the licensing of Pilgrim 11.

Currents
(€onbt,roWl,]!?1)' .:'.'.,, ,

Since 1795 we~vewelcomed
our guests with our best.
Atraditional taste of .
Cuervo Gold. .
Visitors to Cuer'uo have always been
greeted in a special way.
They'rernet at the gates and invited inside to experience the un iqu,e taste of C'uervo Gold.
. This is the way we've '.said rtwelcorrw"for 11WTe tha.n 180
years. And it is as traditional as Cuer1)oGold itselj:
For this dedication f-o tradition is ~vhatnta,kes Cuervo
Gold truly special. Neat, on the rocks; u'ith a splash of soda,
in aperject Sunrise or Margarita,CUer1)O Gold u,lill bring
you back to a timeuJhen quality ruled the 1,l)orld.
fl'

Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.
;.,.,.,
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on campus? Even 'better if it
become a habit? A radio and directmail advertising campaign is being
run by the U. of Pittsburgh
Placement Center to get small
businesses in the area into the habit
of calling Pitt for qualified
employees.
Are you listening Career
Counseling?
Sorry, commuters, but residents
have more fun... On-Campus
students lead more fulfilling social
lives and make better use of
univer$ity facilities, a recent Auburn
U. survey showed. Unlike previous
similar studies, however, no
significant grade point difference
was found between on and off
campus students.
So, commuters, how about
proving the study Wrong and
become more active socially here at
BSC.
It's time again for those faculty
evaluations (among other things, of
course). Student-run faculty/course '
evaluations force department heads
to listen to St\.ldents, says an Indiana
U. student organizer. The published
results can half-empty bad
professor's classrooms and fiJI to
overflowing those of good ones ..
Steve Danzjg of the Indiana U.
Student Association says the
'''economic realities" of those
reactions mean students can have
an impact' on hiring and firing
decisions. Wow! Students have that
much power? I wonder ...
Instead of' coffee and donuts in
the residence halls during finals,
perhaps 1t'stime for a change ... to
pancakes. Five thousand pancakes
were consumed by 736 residents of
the Humboldt State U. (California)
dorms when the residence staff
provided a free lOp.m. to midnight
pancake breakfast to kick off final
exam week. Housemothers ... man
the griddles! .,.' . ., ., ..
.pntil hexf t'im~,· keeb ha;ppY .•
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l'I he Arts I Spring Dances
1

The Mother Box:

Videovoyeurism:
Part Two

by Bob Buckley
The sexuality of television commercials has long been of the double·
entendre variety. But two important polarizations have come to be the
modus operandi of almost every sex-orientated commercial going out
over the tube these days.
The first posture is grounded in the archaic concept of male
supremacy. As typified by the "'Love's a Little Color. . commercial, it
tenders an image of the modern American woman as a vapid plaything of
bright colors and fluffed plummage; a tapioca-brained bastardization of
geniunely feminine traits. Barbie dolls.
At the opposite pole we have the "Liberated Broad'" format-·the
Virginia Slims ads of old bring classic--that a woman can have sex
whene~er, wherever, however, and with whomever she pleases, without
a scintilla of doubt, or guilt, or restraint.
Operating from this pinnacle of understanding of these attitudes, we
can categorize almost all of the stimulating spots currently in view.
Almost all. There are those rare few examples that display a shade of
cunning, a Machiavellian insight of misdirection, a plethora of
unconscious symbols such that our two major categories simply don't'
hold them.
'
The Swift Butterball ham commercial, in which the eighth-most-,
incredible-looking woman in the world moistens her lips and caresses her
Butterball the way one might wish she caressed us: a sex substitute if
ever I saw one.
There is a Dial Soap commercial in which a doll of a girl is leading a
guided tour. As she walks in and out of rooms and buildings with her
charges, we hear a tinklebell of sweetness, and are treated to subliminal
flashes of the same cupcake in the shower. Nude, of course;
commercials deal strictly with reality (and if you thought otherwise,
disabuse yourse1f). This girl is real, if nothing else. She is succulent as
hell, rubbing her smooth limbs, and as we shuttle back and forth between
her bouncing, assured vivacity and her almost pathological attention to
cleanliness, we understand that it is because she is so carnally devoted to
keeping her epidermal layers down to the bare minimum that she is so
self-possessed. She can be close to all those people for extended periods
because she is a water baby. Which, of course, is pure B.S. The
implication is that if you swab yourself down with Dial, nineteen times a
day, bubie, you'Ulook like that chick. And even that is B.S. because the
sole purpose of the hype is to show us a pretty girl ,in the buff.
SEX! T.V. IS LOVELY!!
And the lovliest part of it that aside from the two polarizations
discussed earlier,and their inherent hypocrisies, and the'subliminanl:
symbolism commercials (which we'll discuss next time;!) most of what
we're getting these days'is just pure enjoyment 'of the isn't a·beautifulwoman·nice-to-look·at variety. All those panty hose ads. The feminine
hygiene ads. The Io-cal and diet drink ads. They all cut to sources. One

:,~

,

by Mary Rushit Thomas
The unfolding of Spring and
National Dance Week will be
celebrated through the annual
Dance Performance on Thursday,
April 26th 2.t 8:00 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom. Admission is free.
Representative work from the
Creative Dance Group (with
student and community members)
the students from the classes of
Creative Dance, Creative Dance for
Children and Expressive
Movement; and the community
based group in Bridgewater, Dance
Now, will be performed under the
direction of Prof. Cora Miller Wells,
Dept. of Communication Arts and
Sciences.
A variety of dance themes will be
explored through instruments, such
as rattles, drums, siren, dhakabella,
blocks, and bells; time,instrument
accompaniment; costume and
furniture and will close with a new
Candle Dance' rooted in our
coilectivepast. Following will be a
period for comments and questions
along with opportunities for
audience participation.
The coming performance ends a
busy season of dance held during
the year for college T. V., SSC Open
House, Faculty Wives, Christmas
Medieval Dinner and Christmas
Processional. The Creative Dance
Group has also sponsored the
I

Members of the Creative Dance Group and other groups will perform in
the S.U. Ballroom at B p.m. on Thursday, April 26, 1979.

Barbara Mettler Workshop held
earlier this month. The artistic roots
of the approach used at Bridgewater
have been articulated through the
pioneering efforts of Barbara
Mettler both in her teaching and
writing over a quarter of a century.
F rom this foundation of dance as a
creative art activity Prof. Cora
Miller Wells has developed ten
courses in Creative Dance at
Bridgewater, six in the Dept. of

Communication Arts ·and, Sciences
and four in the Dept. of. Physieal "'
Education. Officers of the Creative.
Dance Group are Terri Finnegan,
President; Lori Meyer, VicePresident; Mary Thomas, Publicity
with Prof. Cora Miller Weils as
F acuIty Advisor.
All are welcomed to attend the
Dance Performance on Thursday
evening and share in the ever
returning promise of re-creation.

Program Committee:

W.E.B.ls atB.S. C.
Women Exhibiting in Boston is to provide mutual support to its
(WEB) will end its season's members as women and as artists,
exhibition program with an exciting through shared work, ideas and
show at Bridgewater State College, time, and to provide opportunities
beginning Sunday, April 29, and for its members t~ show their work,
continuing,through ,Saturday.- 'May' ': and be recogmzed as worthy ..
26. The exhibition will complement ,members of the profession.
'Women's Awareness," a series of
All women artists are welcome to
ev~~nt5 planned at the College by the
join or ,attend as guests at any
Stuaent Union Program Commjt~
rt\onthly me,eting.

... ·~t~~\1~~~~~~~~"c~t~a;::~:;!~~le~:::~E~""'Will ~e'~nW ()men' sW eek

on. Now, for the leg men in the audience, this is Valhalla. For breast men,
view at the Student Union Art
it's murder, but those of us who are leg men always felt breast men wereG allery on Park Avenue every day
weird anyhow. But that'~ another s t o r y . ,
from 9 am to. llpm. The exhibition,
Yes,T.V.hasfinaliycomeintoitsown.Ithasfeundajobitcando,and
sp()~nsored by the Student Union
do well. It can purvey sex. And it can do it withoutrecourse to any of the
Program Committee, is free at all
shabby trickery of history's previous merchandise. If never ence has to
times.
show us the actual act. No offensive rutting and throbbing organs, no
A reception for the group will be
smutty language, and bad taste.
held on Wednesday, May 2, from
All it has to do is tease us, thereby making sex more undercover and
6:30 pm to'9:00 pm at the gallery, to
considerably dirtier, despite all the soap ads.
everyone is welcome.
All this nonsense about sex being pure and sweet and uplifting is
WEB meets" monthly at
Massachusetc"s College of Art and is
disasterous. If it's clean and frank and open, anyone can do it; and that
takes all the fun of it. If sex ain't dirty, I don't want any part of it.
a feminist art organization serving
So thank·you, Oh T.v. Tube, for bringing sex back where it belongs-the particular needs of women
into our living rooms.
, a r t i s t s ' in changing and improving
There's a breakdown in logic there, somewhere; but I'm too excited to
their roles in 8ociet9~ in a way that
think about that right now.
, otherorga~izat:onscannot. Its aim

The Program Committee is
sponsoring several events for
"'Women's Week." Among them are
a kick-off speech, Women and
Changing Life Styles by Ann
Kirckheimer, correspondent for the
Boston Globe, on Tuesday, May 1
at 11:00 a.m. in the Rat.
May 1 from 5-7 p.m. in the Rat,
women folk singers will be
performing, featuring Lee Pina.
Enjoy your dinner while listening to
guitar music and singing.
A panel of graduates of BSC will
speak on the topic "Women and
Careers on May 3 at 11:00 a.m. in
the Rat.
N

Music by Women Artists,
featuring Robin Pearl of WBIM on
Thursday, May 3, from 7-11 p.m. in
the Formal Dining Room.,
., ..
"/1;, :1
:..:: .',
The ,program Con;u:n,ittee fjS
sponsoring a trip to Montreal,
Canada, the Cosmopolitan QIty,
May 11-13, 1979. Therewillbe bus

Montreal" Trtp·

::~~~~~~s ~oc:!~~~~~~~!~~

Holiday Inn in downtown Montreal,
complete with indoor swimming
pooLThe prices are $43.00 for a
quad; $48.00 for a triple; and
$5;;.00 for a double.
In order for this trip to take place,
35 people must sign up. Come into
the S.U. Director's office for sign·
ups and details.

Bike Race

The 4th Annual Bike Race at BSC'
will be held at 1:00 p.m., Saturday,
May 10,1979. The race will begin in
front of the Student' Union. The
rules are as follows:
. (Cont.:On )1:7)

Ensemble Theatre:

Midsummer Dreams Are Now

The Ensemble Theatre of
Bridgewater State College is proud

to present the comic werk of
William Shakespeare: A Midsum-

mer Night's Dream. on the fifty cents for B.S.c. student:', and
bookstere or by calling 697 ·8321,
Student Union Stage May 3rd, 4th, staff, and two dollars and fifl:,.,' \~ents
ext. 213. A Midsummer Night's
and 5th, at 8:00 p.m. A Midsummer for the general public. Tickets can
Dream; '" Shakespeare like ne'ver
Night's Dream is the plight of four be purchased in front of the
before seen at Bridgewater.
lovers who become confused and'
beguiled by their love. This creates a
situation of such comedy that
audiences will net be, able to hold
MONDAY NIGHT DRINKS $1.25
back their laughter. The lovers'
confusion is created by a group of
DISCO-DISCO-DISCO!
MOil DAY IIIGHT FEVER
meddling fairies who try in earnest
With 01110 and the DISCO LIGHTS
to help these lovers, yet make the
Continuous music and daneing all night long. Dance conlest Monday
problem worse before they make it
- S75.OO First Prize - $25.00 Second Prize.
better. The fairies, who contain the
TUESDAY thru SUNDAY
wonderful and magical power of
being able to control mortals, are
presented to the audience with care
and delight. The last group 01 people
to participate in the comic workc are
the players. This group of peopl~ will
guarantee an evening of enjoyment
and laughter, as they make their
best attempt to present rhelr play
within the play. Their best attempt.
however, is described as "tedious
'and, br~ef;':, as,.w~ll "as "triJ~~ical
: mirth.'! Ti~kets wiU':b.e',a<;i,oUar:',c\lIIo
'.,
r,"':
,to
;! 'r :y

!

~~'&~
E~

L!to R.:Mary Pio as-Pu~k.Lisa Caron asTitania,and ,- "" ;,~s
in the upcoming performance of A Mids:U.mmer,Nigh(s; Dream.
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Rock at 25~:

Recent Releases Spotlighted
by Joe McDonald
Sheik Yer Bouti is the newest
excercise in craziness from Frank
Zappa. This two record set contains
some of Zappa's best work to date.
The basic tracks for all cuts o,n the
album were recorded live with
multiple overdubs layered over
them. Most of the songs will never
reach the airwaves (because of the
occassional four letter word). Best
songs include Flakes, Bobby
Brown, Rubber Shirt (an
instrumental) and Jewish Princess.
Zappa plays guitar like a wild man.
Rumor has it that most of the songs
were scheduled to appear on the
never released Lather. ,If this is true, '
then it was well worth the wait.
Once again Cheryl Ladd proves
that the only thing she has going for
her is her body. On Dance Foreuer,
her second effort (and I use the term
loosely) she shows some
improvement over her last album.
Thafs ·nof much! While her backing
band is' talented' (including several
members form Toto), she is not and
should go the route of Farrah
Fawcett-oblivion_ As far as buxom

TV star-turned-singers go, I'll take
Lynda Carter anytime.
Five albums ago, very few people
had heard or heard of Journey.
Today, this five man group is
respected by both fellow musicians
and fans. Their latest effort,
Euolution features the same high
quality music that they have
showcased in the past. Members
came from various bands such as
The Mothers of Invention, Steve
Miller and Santana. While the
rockers are good, the ballads with
the slight heavy metal twinge are the
highlights of the disc.
At Budokan is the much
ballyhooed live album by Cheap
Trick. The record was recorded live
in Japan and they can keep it. The
music is good but the quality of the
mix is poor and greatly muddled;
often drowning out the music. What
can be heard (if you are lucky) is
some first class rock and roll. Best
cuts include Ain't that a Shame, and
Clock Strikes Ten. Personally, I'll
wait for their next studio release.
Better luck next time guys!
A little over a year ago, Van

Halen released their first album and
a supergroup was born. Today Van
Halen II picks up where the first
album left off. The basic sound of
the group is built around Ed Van
Halen's guitar riffs in combination
with David Lee Roth's high pitched
screams. One of the best cuts on the
album is a remake of the Linda
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detained by Officer J.D. S,l:shl:ry
who eventually figures OUi J h,11
Sam is the man he is looking for,
aided by Jan's identification III ;;Inl.
J.D. is not too busy to charm i;nd he
charmed by Sherry. He SPilrches
through Sam's loot and tlnd ... the
stranger's wallet, with IDs P! (L'!ng
that it belonged to the princ~ ,Lm is
surprised to discover that he really
was the prince. When we last see
them, Sherry is preparing for her
date with Officer J.D. Salsbury, Jan
is preparing to go off with her prince,
and, we are to assume, they live
happily ever after (except Sam).
after (except Sam).
.
Among the actors playing in 1hlS
story, I'd have to say that Sally
Richardson was outstanding C1s,Jall.
the imaginative college sluci("nt.
Marcie Miles was also very good <'IS
her slightly more down·to·('('\rrh
roommate. Sally and Marci W( JrkNi
together particularly well. Tony
Mastrorilli was good as the raJ h(')'
unobservant (except of SiHmyl
Officer J.D. Salsbury, as was SI i ',('
Corriea as the prince< Dennis [k nn
was generally fairly good as Sam.
the burglar, but his actions were
occasionally a bit too exaggerated.
This occasional exaggeration wa!';
not enough' to really detracttrom
the rest of his performance·-it was
there and Dennis seemed to
overcome it welL
The second play, TheStronger by
20th century playwright August
StrindberSl was directed . by
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(Cant. from p. 6)
There will be three races-·those
with 10 speed bikes will makeup one
race, 3 and 5 speed bikes will make
up the second, and a relay race will
be the third.
2)Each team for the relay race
must have two boys and two girls.
3)10 speed bikes will raceS laps, 3
and 5 speed bikes will race 3 laps,
and the relay race will be 8 laps long
with each person going 2 laps.
4)First and second place winners
will be picked for the speed races
with one group prize for the winning
team of the relay race.
5)There must be NO avoidable
contact with the other racers.
6) You may pa.ss on the outside

,.."',·.)'It,> onlf ,

h'''n h' .

rdlJ th

Maureen Bray. The Stmnge··
concerns a woman, Mrs. X who
enters a cafe, joins a friend, Miss Y,
and in a long monologue to which
Miss Y responds to physically. but
not verbally, discovers that MISS Y
has had an affair with her hushand_
Mrs. X leaves in triumph, having
decided that Miss Y lost Mr. X and.
in fact that she had gained because
of Miss Y's involvement with Mr. X
The play features a superh
performance by Elyse Krantz as the
wronged wife, Mrs. X. This seemed
to be a difficult role because there
was nothing to playoff of verbaJl~'.
but Elyse handled it smoothl~·.
Donna Corio was good as Miss Y.
This was also a difficult role-· tr~ mg
to get across a great dealof meanmg
without the use of words, but Donna
succeeded.
The two productions went
smoothly thanks to stage manager
Maureen Bray, Technical Director
Craig Truax, and those doing the
set changes. Others involved were
Lighting Designer Michele
Pecoraro, Costumer Patti Hayes.
Set Painters Craig Jruax and Marci
Miles, Housemanager Lau rie
Brown, and others including Steve
Correia, Tony MastroriHi, Richard
Camuso, Ann Britton, and Charl\('
Crumbaker.
I urge members of the college
community -to take advantage of.
future' opportunities for good, free
entertainmant right hereon 'the
college campus;

,e
.........La'
er.
' ···t·······_··d·········

f~~·at·

Outside Bridgewater/Brockton

1

PAOPER DRESS REQUiRE.D

keyboard work of Rick Davies and
Roger Hodgson and while the group
manages to rock every so often, the
best tracks are the ballads. The
lyrics are poetry backed with lush
orchestration. Best cut is the new
single The Logical Song which
sounds a bit like their classic Give a
Little Bit.

Studios Reviewed

by Karen Tobin
Two student-directed pli1':!s (als(:
l5.nown as studios) were recently
presented b'y' the Ensl'mble
Theatre. I attended the T llC'scli1~
(April 17th) evening performance 0;
A Prince Doesn't Carry a Curd and
The Stronger. I found only OIll
major disappointment--thc sizl::! 01
the audience. It is 1'.:l1h(>)'
discouraging for people wh(: hcil.·'(
worked hard on a good ::-:hO\.\,i tl i
have to present it before Sllrh ,\
small audience.
The first of these plays ",'a~ A
Prince Doesn't Carry a Curd,
written and directed by Elyse A.
Krantz. Elyse has written a rather
cute comedy that was quite funny
but never seemed to be straining to
get a laugh. It opened with a clumsy
burglar, Sam (Dennis Dunn) noisil'y'
~ntering an apartment a!1d looking
by D. B. Virtue
over its contents. He hears
This week several of WBIM's personnel wil1 be in Dr. Veno's office
someone coming and hides. Jan
being interviewed for management positions at the station. Program
(Sally Richardson) comes into her
Director, Music Director, News Director, Office Manager and Sports
apartment and eventually sees Sam
Director will all be vacated at the end of this semester. The filling of these
hiding in the closet. While she runs
positions by capable people is crucial to the success of WBIM. Thankto find her roommate, Sam
you to the current leaders and good luck to the potential leaders. More
relocates to under a table. Jan's
importantly, good luck to the staffers ofBIM. May you find fulfillment in
roommate, Sherry (Marcie Miles)
your work and help to fulfill the objectives of the radio station that can be
comes in, and finding no one in the
the best.
closet, assumes that the "beady·
,eyed intruder". was a figment of
*****
I would like to s~lute ":Reasons for their performance at the Spring
Jan's overa.ctive imagination.
Sherry is too busy for such
Ball. tff1.mrk1t'5i.;~itP1~";;WJ*0!1~e wee~" look tame.
- nonsense because she. is preparing
"ThisSatiirG~Y nighf,~jdin'WB[M;for the Saturday Feature Classic. Leo . herself to meet and charm a YOUllg,
rich, attractive, and eccentric prince
Wiltshire
play Double Fun' by Robert Palmer. Double Fun by Robert
Paitner at 10.
who' is .going to give a lecture on
campus. Sherry leaves to find her
*****
prince and Jan settles down with her
The Shittons were "alright, 50's, you know ... " "o.k., but I tell ya, the
drinking ageisgonha hurt those Ballroom €vents.,/ "they~ere.g9()dbl.lt.:
~()v~I. Jhere i~~ lmopk (:m the <:loor
that other band was better ... '"
.,
arid whirt dart answers~<ther,dsa
young man (Steve Correia) who
*****
Last Thursday in the wee hours of the morning the WBIM studios
claims that he is the prince about
were convulsed in a massive "meltdown." The ensuing events and results
Sherry had been speaking. Jan,
were almost too much for the heroic disc jockeys who couragiously
having been warned one too m~ny
proceeded to do their shows. John Davis was the first to discover the
times about her over-active
meltdown; The reported temperature was in excess of 95 degrees
imagination, is skeptical, but he
farenheit. Apparently the heating core of that end of the building had
insists that he is telling the
malfunctioned~ No immediate measurements could be made
truth (even his calling card doesn't
correspondent to the atmosphere content in and around the studio area.
impress her--after an, a real prince
Also, no immediate reason was available concerning the cause of the
wouldn't need a card to tell people
meltdown. Repairmen and other assorted engineers were airlifted in
who he is;). During their
from downstairs to assess the situation. D.J, Andrea Richard bravely
conversation, :::iam, the burglar, has
continued to broadcast throughout the ordeal. Fans were brought in to
not been idle--he has grabbed the
circulate the heat and make effective background noise. Suddenly the
prince's jacket and has found and
repairmen all disappeared at 11:00 and were not to be found for the
taken his wallet. The stranger leaves
duration of the.day. On Friday morning the condition was still critically
and Sherry returns, upset because
hot. Even super cool Gene Manning was unable. to lower the
the prince never showed up to give
temperature. As of today, everything is cool but we must always
the lecture. The two girls go 10 the
remember the meltdown that was.
.
next room, and Sam sees his chance
to get out. He sneaks over to the
*****
door and quietly opens it--to find a
OVER AND OUT
gum-chewing cop (Tony Mastrorilli)
**********
standing on the other side. The cop
..A)t''"
...............
.,,..
....................................
....cjCY'..........................................................
'
.,,..
.....................wOO'''"
......................
.....c:>'''"
.....................
explains to Sam that he's
investigating a report of a burglary.
Sam tries to subtly leave, but is

r. . . . . . . . . . . .

Ronstadt hit You're No Good,
which was a remake of a popular
60's hit. An ovetall hard rocking
album.
Breakfast in America is
Supertramp's long-awaited sequel
to Even in Quitest Moments
(released nearly two years ago). The
musical center of the album is the

.i

Current--Death of a Salesman will be at Trinity Square Repertory
Company in the upstairs theatre until May 6. Tickets are on sale at the
theatre box office, 201 Washington Street, Providence,R.I. For ticket
reservations and further information, call the box office at (401) 3514242.
Current--Dracula will be at the Colonial Theatre, 106 Boylston
Street, Boston through May 13. Performances are Tuesday through
Saturday evenings at 8:00 p.m., Wednesday and Saturday matinees at
2:00 p.m., and Sunday matinees at 3:00 p.m.
Current··Colorful three·piece silk and velvet suits and feathered trio
cornered hats are but a few of the highlights in the Boston Museum of
Fine Arts' superb exhibition The Well·Dressed 18th Century Man
until September 2nd. For more information, please call Shawn McGivern
or Mollie Bell at 267·9300, ext. 445 or 446.
April 28--Dance/New England 79 premiers new and repertory works
by fourteen regional choreographers in the Dance Variations,
Program I at 8:30 p.m. at the Hotel Bradford Bal~room in Boston.
Tickets are $4.50. Call547·2541 for reservations and information.
May 3, 4, 5--Medea, a world premier opera composed and
conducted by Ray Luke, will be at the New England Conservatory Opera
Theatre, 264 Huntington Avenue, Boston, at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $5.00
($3.00 for students and senior citizens). For more information, call the
JordanHall Box Office at 536-2412.
.
May 5"pance Variations, Program II will be performed at the
Hotel Bradford Ballroom in Boston at 8:30.p.m. Tickets are $4.50. For
further information and reservations, call 547·2541.

Bridgewater/Brockton
April 29 .• The Out oj Towners wili be shown in theS.U.
Demonstration Room at 6:30p.m. Tickets are $.75 BSe, $1.25 public.
S
d b SUP C
ponsore y . . . .
May 2-·The feature film The Third Man willbe ~hown at 7:30 p.m. at
the Bridgewater Public Library. Admission is free.
.
May 3, 4, 5·-A Midsummer Night's Dream by William Shakespeare
will be performed in the Student Union Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Tickets
are $1.50 BSC, $2.50 public. For more information or reservations, call
697.8321, ext. 213. Presented by the B.S.C. Ensemble Theatre.
May 6, 7--EasyRiderwilIbeshownintheS.U.bemonstrationRoom
at 6:30 p.m. on the 6th, and at3:00 p.m. on the 7th. Tickets are $.75 BSC,
$1.25 public. Sponsored by S.U.P.C.
May 11--The Bridgewater State Colleg~Choral Sociel:1/ presel1tsit~

annual Spring Concert at 8:00p.m. in theStudeni Union Auditorium.
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BSC Student Creates Statue
by Sue Asci
It's morning and a dark-haired
woman opens the sliding door of the
white garage, she concentrates for a
moment, puts on a stiff apron, takes
her welding tools and begins to

work.
Charlene Westcott is an art major
at B.S.c. and a member of the class
of 1979. She is constructing a statue
which will be placed in the front of
the Student Union Building.

Eight months ago, Charlene
submitted a design to the S.U.
"The base has been down there
for twelve years. They decided that
they'd finally like a piece for that
pedestal," Charlene said. "They
investigated and went to Boston and
looked at steel pieces. Several
artists submitted work and I was
chosen".
Since January 31st, she's been
working on the preliminaries. So far,
four weeks of solid construction,
eight hours per day, have gone into
the statue. She estimates that the
statue, which stands eleven and a
half feet tall and weighs 1300
3. Add 11 more names and the
pounds, will be completed in two
entire population of the United
-weeks. The materials alone have
States would be required to move
costed seven hundred dollars. The
the eleventh name to the top.
title of the statue is "Alight".
4. Add only four more names, for
'1 studied the area. I started to
a total of 32 (approximately 21/2
grow
in that environment and what
lists) and the chain ends. To bring
would
be right for that area and for'
this last name to the top would have
required the participation of every the pedestalj" Charlene explained.
man, woman and child in the entire '1 feel that the statue is symbolic of a
student's light touch down here to
world.
At this point the names of h:aif the get a base, a foundation. And then
world population would. have we're off. Its angle and form are
appeared at the top of lists to designed to look like it's touching
receive $102,400 each. The other down. I think I captured the moment
half of the population would receive on the base."
Charlene said that Joe Perry has
nothing simply because there would
be no one left who hasn't been most helpful to her especially
when assembling big sections. She
participated.
Robert C. McCord has a]so received a lot of help form
Mr. John Hellar, who was her
[Reprinted by permission of sculpture professor for three years.
the Springfield Morning Uniofl.] Glenn Davis, who has been her
sculpture professor for the .past

"Chain of Gold"
and Real Life
The "'Chain of Gold'" lottery. like
any other pyramid letter, is not an
endless chain, but does in fact end
very abruptly.
The results of an expanding
pyramid, or of geometrical
progression, are mild at first but
quickly become staggering.
Assuming a person participates only
once and that the chain remains
unbroken, the following occurs:
1. A name that moves from the
bottom to the top of a 12-name list
will appear on 2,048 lists. At $50 per
list, the lucky name holder would
receive $102,400. A total of 4,095
people have participated.
2. Add five names to the list.
When the fifth name reaches the
top, the equivalent of every person
in Springfield would have
participated.

Charlen~

Westcott, BSC senior to complete statue.

year, has been coming and
supervising. The art department
purchased two welding systems
when she expressed her first
interest.
'1've always been interested in
sculpture. I feel that steel is one of
the most permanent medias I can
use. I have made various small
sculptures," she said..
.
Mr. George Burger, of Eastern
State Steel, supplied her with steel

the first year that she was learning
how to work with it. Because of his
generosity, she made him a
sculpture and he owns her first
pir:.ce.
Charlene plans to continue with
her work after graduating from
B.S.c. this year.
'Tve applied to Massachusetts
College of Art. I want to continue
with sculpture and works in a studio
settinq," Charlene Commented.

Marathon
(Cant. from pA)
like this.
turnout that the college on a whole
Now don't anyone give. me. the
exhibited. When I arrived at theiill e that. tl)~yh9ve;t() QQ bqmeQn,.
marathon· around 2:30 'F!-id~y" "riday an8's'othereror~l(cari'norgi~~'
afternoon I saw only a few people in any time or money tohelpout with·
the SU Ballroom. The number I something worthwhile. The reason I
counted was only 18 if even that. say this, is because I go home on
This number includes the ones Friday, and I found the time to make
helping o~t at the door and the an appearance and I donated some
people spinning records. Do you money.
Sincerely,
mean to tell me that in a school of
Thomas Leen
over 3,000 students there is only a
small number of people who really
care about what happens to
mankind? If this is the case then our
school is educating a bunch of
hypocrites.
I am really disappointed with this
lack of caring that was displayed last Dear Editor,
i would like to respond to Lpo
Friday. I' hope all those students
who were more interested in getting Wiltshire's letter in The Comment
"buzzed, stoned, or smashed" are of April 12th 1979.
I am also under 20 and thus have
real proud of themselves. Because I
sure am not proud of the people lost my drinking rights. Mr.
here at BSC who haven't got the Wiltshire's attitudes and comments
(LETTERS Cont on,p.9)
decency to help our a wor.~~y cause

Response on
Drinking

A man dreams of winninB.
A woman dreams of IovinoA dreamer dreams of both.

TIM MATHESON ..

SUSAN BLAKELY

JACK WARDEN
a~ Harry

A MICHAEL LOBELL PRODUCTIO]\;

DREAMER
MICHAEL LOBELL . Din·~"tt'(l h, ;-..JOEL NOSSI-:CK
Written by JAMES PROCTOR &: L-\RRYBISCH()f . Musk b)· BILL CONTI
COLORBYDeLUXE®
~
1
Produced by

PG PARENTAL GU1DANCE SUGGEmD <0

SQMifMArtRIAl.M.l.YI't01KsufT~l.£fOAC~H

©OIHQ1YJf"iI'lb~CENfoJD""OJ

•

Starting this week at a. theatre near.you.
.
Check loco I newspaper for speCific theatre listing.

e:.

Every Wednesday between 6 and
10 p.m., you will be able to enjoy
everything ,at Pizza Hut in
Bridgewater for 1/2 PRICE! That's
50% off, with acoUege 1.0. (Must be
20 with driver's license to purchase
alcoholic beverages)
Try our new Daily Buffet from
11:30 thru 1:30, All you can eat for
ONLY $2.47 !n
Let Yourself Go to PIZZA HUT
341 Broad Street, Bridgewater
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Letters Continued

CODlDlentary
[Commentary is an opinion column open to all members of the
college community. Opinions expressed in this column are not
necessarily held by The Comment. Also, The Comment is not
responsible for the veracity or lack thereof of any material
published in this column.--Ed.]
by JIm Calnan
Last Saturday, April 21, 1979 The Boston Globe reported that Gov.
King has again proposed tuition hikes for the state colleges, universities,
and community colleges. The G lobe reported that over the next 3 years
the tuition at the ten state colleges will experience a $90 increase. The
state universities and community colleges increase will be even greater.
The tuition hikes and cutbacks in the state higher education defeat the
purpose of state funded education. The purpose of public higher
education is to allow for all citizens a chance at good quality education.
According to David L. Flynn, Director of Government and Community
Relations for the Mass. State College system "if it were not for the State
College System many of our students would have nowhere else to turn.
,75% of our students must commute; they can't afford the live-in
expenses. One·third come from families earning under $12,000 a year.
The average family's income is $16,000." The state colleges are not
second·rate to the private colleges. In fact the state colleges, according
t9 Flynn, offer . "quality bachelor degree programs in business
management, computers, heal the technology, human services, and
other scores ?f other key fields."
Gover~or King's proposal will make it tougher for 'students to afford
public higher education. Many students on financial aid here at 8.S.C.
will suffer when the tuition starts up because the financial aid program
, will not expand. According to Tom Leen, a member of the class of 1980
'1f this increase goes through, I may not be able to return next year to
graduate." Sue French, Vice·President-elect of the S.G.A feels "King is
screwing the young people of the state. These seem to be general
feeling of students in all different part~ of the states institutions of higher
learning.
.
Many students are asking 'what lies in the future for public higher
education in Massachusetts' or 'Is there a future for public higher
education in the state'!

{Cont. from p.81
are the reason. Why we have lost
the right to drink .was displayed
plainly by him. No matter how
drunk Mr. Wiltshire gets, Ed King
won't hear or care about it. I agree
that the idea of taking away drinking
rights is ridiculous for many
reasons:
1. We have been given adult
responsibilities but not adult
privileges.
2. Only 14% of all drunk drivers
caught are uner 20.
3. Laws prohibiting use of alcohol
by persons younger than 20 will fail
just as the drug I~ws of this country
have failed. Marijuana can be
bought by anyone, anywhere. Even
the President's son admitted to
using it.
Everything I have stated above is
true. Mr.· Wiltshire~s way of
presenting the same points was
juvenile. His emotional, adolescent
attitude only hurts the cause of
those of us who too want to have
our full rights as adults. His view that
he will ,.get stiff and spit back" is one
oflhemain reasons why we lost one'
of those rights, mamely the right to
purchase and consume alcoholic
beverages.
Sincerely,
Kevin J. Cook
Class of 1981
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Budget Cuts, Tuition Raise:

"Hysterical?"

Bus to Rally
On Wednesday, May 2, the
Student Government Ass0caition
will be sponsoring a bus to the State
House to protest ·budget cuts and
tuition increases. Bridgewater will
bejoini t:1S U/Mass Boston, Mass.
Colleg¢ .'of :Arts .Boston. State, and
UjLowell among others at the rally,
sceduled to commence in front of
the State House at 12:00 noon.
Following the rally students wilfbe

marching to the Trustee's Trustees'
office, located at 53 State 51. Thre
they will also rally to protest
Governor King's plans for higher
education.
The bus will leave from BSC at
10:00 A.M. in. fro~t of the Student
Union and arrive back at SSC at'
4:30. The SGA hepes that everyone
will make an effort to attend this
import~t rall~. Thank you.
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what was called "structural
damage", thus some persons did not
do - additional house-cleaning
activities i.e.. dishwashing,
vacuuming, dusting, etc_
In response to the lack of student
house-cleaning Miss FitzGerald
reverted to the.ill-planned tactic of
insulting students' intelligence, and
threatening the students with the
idea that they might not be allowed
back into the apartIl)entsnext year.
We would like to remind Miss
FitzGerald that ultimatums usually
don't work with college students_
Something to do with PRIDE, you
know.
Most of the residents agree that
inspections for malidous damage
are necessary, but during that
inspection the cleaning habits of the
residents should not be in
:}uestion.
In closing, some of the residents
think that Miss Fitz Gerald should
do one of the following: learn to treat
the student residents as equals;
learn how to use tact, or resign as
Director of Housing.
Names Withheld
Due to fears of reprisals
[MisSFitzGerald~ Director of
Housing, has recently been
awarded a Distinguished
Service Award by the Board of
Trustees--Ed.]

Director
Responds

Monday the ground floor girls of
Pope Hall went to speak to Miss
To the Editor.
Fitzgerald about some serious
In regard to last issue's letter
security problems with which we
written by Karen DeWolf and Laurie
have been involved for the past
Sindone, I wish to respond with my
week. When.we arrived in her office
. pofnt of view. First of all Spare Parts
as scheduled and presented our
is not a student funded T.V.
oroblem. she proceeded to be as
program and also that it is primarily
~ondescending as possible. . She
open to people with Radio and T.V.
seemed to feel we
a group of
minors. As our' policy states we
hysterical girls, rather than mature
always encourage and allow any
women' who were· presenting a
studellt who wish~s to be a part of .
problem. fortunately Chief Gracia Spare Part to ojoin the staff.
and Peter Hartel were in her office However these people do not put in
.\yell~ iml11eciiatelY saw ... the the amount of""Qrh that tlleRadio
seriousness·· of what we were saYing and
T.V. minors do. For example, r
and were more than willing to help_ do approximately 15 hours of work
Even after they had voice their per week on the show, including
opinions she continued to place the studio filming, work with the
blame on us, rather than realizing portable camera and editing.
the circumstance. It seems that 5 tudents without the minor put in
someone in Miss Fitzgeralds one or two hours at the most. As the
position should be somewhat director I have· to deal with four
sympathetic. What little has been departments for equipment,
done is due only to Chief Gracia and advisors and technicians·,
Mr Hartel and we thank them.
Instructional Media, the Student
Nance Batiste Union, Communications Arts and .
Class of 1979 Sciences and the staffjtseff. When a
production fails or someone is
unhappy with it I alone take full
responsibility. I handle this

'were

as.

'rInsolent"

I

i

.

$upposedly student-run program
without payor coUege credit. The
Radio and T.V. minors feel thatwe
now have a quality program to offer
but there is definitely room for
improvement. Earl9 in the semester
a production meeting was held in
which only' the three Radio and t. V.
minors on the stait··Asst. Director
Joe McDonald, Head Writer Jim
Parr and I attended. It was decided
at this meeting that the three of us
would meet weekly to decide on
each show's content. This worked
weU untn Ms. DeWolf and Ms.
Sindone decided to take matters
into their own hands and to hOld a
staff meeting of which I the direCtor,
was not informed and which was to
be held behind iny back. Because. of
a few dedicated .staff members I
learned the time and whereabouts
of the meeting and I attended. it. I
listened to Ms.Sindone's and· Ms.
DeWolf's complaints, responded
them, and then felt that it was
necessary to ask them to leave the
staff. I feel that the crew and I ,are
under enough pressure . from
students and faculty who expect
quality programming without havIng
petty internalp:"oblems. I sincerely
hope that the student body will
sympathize with me in this incident
and rea1ize,that I am working forthe
benefit of the college. I also urge ~y
student who is interested in the
"Production- Coordinator" position
that Ms. Sindone created and then
left behind, or the "'Lighting
Director'" position to see me. Not
much time is demanded for either
position but it is a lot of fun as weUas
a good way to getto see the inside of
T.V. Production.
•
SinGerely,
Gene Manning
Director, Spare Parts. '
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Dear EditorDuring a recent inspection of The
Great Hill Student Apartments, the
Director of Housing, Miss Maureen
FitzGerald showed an insolent,
unresponsive attitude .towards the
students' that reside in the
Apartments. The first sign of this
lack of concern was the starting
time of the. inspection, 9:00 in the
morning. The second aspect was
lhat the-1!lspectjoI}, was Jo. b~ for

MAKE

9-12 PM ADM $1.00
OLD CLOTHES AND NODISCOS

The..
Music.

The
Best

in

Music.

BI~GMONEY

------------------

WORK AS LITTLE -OR AS
MUCH AS YOU WISH
FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEND
COUPON OR LEITER TO

$tewart Enterprise$
P.O. Box 974 B
Plymouth, Ma. 02360

1--------------,-------------.....;--_
..
-Please send details
$tewart Enterprises
on how to make big
money this summer :

THE PORTUGUESE CLUB

HAMMOND ST. OPPOSITE KINGSWOOD APTS.

W
B
/M

THIS SUMMER
$60.00 Per.Hundred
Stuffing Enyelopes

WITH THE LEGENDARY

THURSDAY APRIL 26th

91.5/m

~~~----~--~-~~---

GOOD ROCKIN' TONIGHT!

DEAF COWBOY BAND

·to

NAME
ADDRESS

P.O. Box 974 B
Ply~outh, Ma. 02360
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Funny Article:

H{,JMOR

"Speaking Of Dog Food.... "
by Jimbo Bradley
This reporter is sweating. Yes, I'm sweating from the hard work I've
done, scurrying around campus on my solar powered moped, finding out
little tidbits of information for YOu~ Joe Student. I've fully recovered
from my jaunt, except for a little moped lag and the aforementioned
sweat. Here are the results of my efforts. The information contained here
was gathered in various places around Campus, including: the
President's office, the Union Director's office, Student Life, The
Comment, and the Men's room, 2nd floor Durgin.
Sources at the Catholic Center report that they are so pleased with .
the positive reaction to the new practice of communion in the hand
that they are now going to instituteNwine in the hand, for a 10 day tri~1
period. The Catholic Center also has good news for any of you who are
feeling guilty about eating meat on a Friday during this past Lent. If you
ate at Tilly, your worries are over. Food Services officials say that they
have never served meat at Tilly.
Speaking of Dog Food. McDonalds of Bridgewater has come up with a
new scheme to curb employee turnover (similar to apple turnover). They
have rece~tly installed a neon Help Wanted sign. Since its installation
two weeks ago, it has yet to be turned off.
The Bridgewater Fire Department has chosen the Great Hill
Dormitory as the location for their upcominR annual Firemen's Ball.
During the past year, the dorm has become a second home to the
Firemen, and they say they couldn't think of a better place to spend a
Friday night.
warM.iS budget i~creasetakes -effect tomorrow. The extra funds are
being used to buy replacements for the records: "Heart of
Glass"'(Blondie), "Blow Away" (George Harrison), "One Last Kiss".(J.
Geils Band)" "Sultans of Swing" (Dire Straits) ,"Just What I Needed"(The
Cars) and "'Soul Man'" (The Blues Brothers). The original copies were
mysteriously worn out in a very short time.
Tilly in the news again! Starting Monday, a new dessert will be served
at Tilly. "'Ozone layer cake, an energy snack popular among astronauts,
is expected to be a hit with the college crCWId.
All you greedy people who bought into that Circle of Gold foolishness-getting heaps of money, you1l get··Cancer. Yup, The Cirde 6f Gold
causes cancer. Scientists at M.1.T. sold lists of names to laboratory mice
for ten dollars. Before the mice could collect their shares, they all passed
away. One lucky mouse. did manage to make $300, but he died just the
same.
Finally 1 would like to comment on the bad press former College
President Adrian Rondileau has been getting.When a a man retires from
his job for valid reasons, he should be left alone. How can you blame
anything on a man who hasn't set foot on this campus in five years. Ever
since his retirement, Adrian Rondileau has .... What? Still President? Oh,
jeez, do i feel stupid.
H
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Women's Program Offered
Women Growing
A special series of programs
dealing with concerns of women
HEALTH ... CAREERS ... OPTIONS.
.. LIFE STYLES
TUESDAY MAY 1
11:00 'Women & Changing
Lifestyles
Kick~off speech by Ann
Kirckheimer, correspondent for the
Boston Globe. The lecture
discussion will address the issues of
changing lifestyles of women and
decision making with regard to
careers and motherhood.
Luncheon following, featuring
health foods and discussion about
nutrition by Pat Blinkiron. $1.50 or
even exchange of mealwticket.
Sponsored by S.U. Program
Committee.
2:00 Physical Fitness Lab for
Women
Prof. Eric Sills of the Health Physical
Education department will go over
equipment available at BSe,
components of physical fitness,
exercises and health. Gym--119
H

5·7:00 Folk Music in the
Rathskeller featuring BSe women
artist, Lee Pina Sponsored by S.U.
Program Committee
7:30 Sexuality & Communication
A videotape and discussion on
HSexuality. and Communication"
Prof. J. Grunks class II welcome
library rm. 12

Wednesday, May 21
10:OOChild Abuse
A point of view from a parent who
abused her children, followed by a
!discussion focusing on how parents
don't consider how certain things

can be damaging to their children.
Charlene from Parents Anonymous
will speak. Parent Anonymous is
crisis intervention to help parents·
prevent damaging relationships
between themselves and children.
S.U. room 206·207
Prof G. Shrands class all welcome.
11:00 Panel: Domestic Violence
Violence takes many forms··
physical, psychological, and social,
and may often express itself in ways
that are "invisible" to the members
of society in which it occurs.
Domestic violence and conflict, in
any of its forms, and which may
include woman battering, and child
abuse among others, is not confined
to any socio-economic class·indeed, it is the very commonness of
its occurance that has contributed
to its incisibility. More ironically,
many individuals, male or female,
who would never dream of engaging
in physical violence are unwitting
participants in subtler forms of
social and psychological violence
and conflict. How can we recognize
such violence and conflict in any of
its forms? How can we deal with it?
How can we prevent it?
Panel mambers:
Prof W.C. Levin, Prof A. Plotkin,
Prof Shibbs Prof S. Todd SU. room
205·207
2:00 Psych/Social Implications of
Rape
Joan Proffitt from Brockton's
rlape Crisis Center will be speaking
on the psycho/social implications
of rape as well as presenting
material on the facts. Joan will also
address the matters of self defense
and awareness, with the aim of
preventing a crime which could

happen -t~ any ·~oman.
Sponsored by Action Center for
Women S.U. room,205·207
6:30·9:00 Reception for Women
exhibiting in Boston··WEB
Enjoy the various art work by
members of WEB on display in the
S.u. Art Gallery on the top floor of
the Union .. Sponsored by S.U.
Program Committee. .

7:00 Our Bodies! Our Selves
A workshop will consist of the film,
'laking Our Bodies Back," with a
discussion following facilitated: by
speakers from the Boston Women's
Health Book Collection. These

Spare Parts:
Dial Access
550
C;;;tWWWQWWW

Professor
Sponsored
.Workshon
. ",A,."J.:;
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by Pat Duddy

Dr. Gerald Thornell, recently
sponsored an Educational
workshop at Old Sturbridge Village.
36 teachers from Massachusetts,
Connecticut, and Rhode Island
went and lived for one week in
Sturbridge during their vacation. By
doing so, they were able to
experience what it must have been
like to. live in the days of the
colonists.
In an interview with Tom Larson,
Dr. Thornell described these
experiences. He said· that they
learned to spin wool and flax, spent
an afternoon at a woolen mill in
Charlton, and learned that in those
days, people spent up to 90 hours a
week working in mills.
As for the social aspects· of
colonial life, there' was contra
dancing (a form of line 'dance), and
sitting around the tavern. Bob Olsen
entertained the group by portraying
Richard Porter, a travelling
.magician from the pilgrim era.
Dr. Thornell was pleased to note
that the teachers came out of the
program better prepared to teach
social. studies; he said, "History no
longer has to be textbooks". He
expressed the belief that -our
community resources, including
fisheries, the cranberry bogs, and
local factory, should be utilized for
the purpose of education. He said,
'1' d like to see the state be able· to
finance a.course such as this for the
undergraduates,"
Beside the Sturbridge project, Dr.
Thornell· has been involved in. an '
Outdoor Education 'program for
several years. One grpup· took up
orienteering, (learning how to get
around with a compass). This class
was unique because they did it all in
metric. Thornell believes that the
math teachers were better. able to
teach metric to their students
because of the tangibility of their
outdoor metric orie,nteering
experience.

History lesson: in
1897, Congress passed
t\le Bottled-in~Bond
Act which established
the standards for
Old Grand-Dad
and other Bonded
whiskeys. Old
Grand--Dad is
still bottled
in Bond
underU.S.
gover,nment
superv.ision.

100 is perfect.
Bonded Bourbon
HIllst be 100 proof.
No more. No less.

Final exam.
You need only one
sip to re'cognize
the clearly superior
quality and taste of
Old Grand-Dad.
Cheers!

Old Grand-Dad Bonded
is authentic Ken1;lJcky sour-mash
Bourbon,made with clear limestone
water, the finest grains, and aged in new
charred-oak barrels.

Only Bonded
whiskeys'have a green
tax stamp. It's your guarantee that the whiskey is
at least four years old.
Old Grand-Dad Bonded fs
olways aged longep.

Kl'ntudw Str'lil'hlll(lLlrb"n.\Vhi~kl·v. J(1() proof.

Boftk·d in Bonli. Olil·Gmnd·!)<1d Distilll'ry l\l" F rankl"rt. Kv,40601.
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Classifieds
N~ver' had you own personal? Here it is! I love

for sale

you forever! How 'bout getting together
sometime? Keep in touch. Much love, Jesus.

1975 Mustang II Mach I, Excellent condition, 4
speed,4 cylinders, radial tires, powersteering,
power brakes, digital clock, good mileage.
$2200 or best otfer. Call 746·5296.

P.E. 462··Be a pinball wizard. Have a people
pass or pass the people. Find out how April 24,
12:00 noon in the large gym.
Vicki, You've been a great help to me, and I
iust wanted you to know that I really
appreciate it. Thanks, Laurie,

1969 Jeep, 4 cyl., Aut., Good gas mileage,
43,000 miles. Must be seen, $1,000 Firm! Call
Tony 586·1568.

Steue·l laue you so much. And I wanted to
thank you for a wonderful Friday ni!-jht I'll
always be here for you. O.K.? fine. All my love,
Laurie.

1%9 Ford Fairlane. fair condition, must sell
$400. Call 697·6954.
1975 Honda CB200, Silver, only 128 miles,
excellent condition. Asking $1000 or best
offer. Call Mon·Fri before 11 a.m. 1·871·1430.

P.E.462·-Bring your unicorn sounds. The
mating game wasn't only for /'Ioah. See you
Tues. April 24th at theiargegymat 12:00 noon.

1970 Honda 750. Excellent condition. Custom
paint, lots of chrome. Call evenings after 4:30.
586-5686.

Neu; York, Neu; York ... Oh Aluin, you'reawfuli
Banana Cream Pie or Fritos? John's
orgy ... Wendy's socks in my bed! Flippy the
seal... was it something I said? The speck of
dust. -And then we go around and again
around... - 'Who wrote this 5*1/")" Don't forget
Laurie's sister!

Size 12 Tires (pair). Only 1 yr. old. $25. Call
Anne 697·2489.
Wedding gown, detachable train, matching
headpiece and veiL Call 697-4968 weekends
anytime. Weekdays after 4:30.

J.G. Let's look out the window on Thurs., Fri.,
and Sat. nights from the top bunk for
scoops. O.K. Thanks, you know why. Turn
your clock back next week. J.M.·you'resuper,
Man O.K.? Take care always. Remember 513
is always there for you. CC and HN,"Lucas
boy" Goodnight.

12 string guitar, acoustic with case and strap.
$95.00. Cat! Greg 697·8676.
Wetsuit·size small, nylon 1 side. Call Greg·697·
8676.
1970 Buick, runs great, air conditioned, $425
or reasonable offer. Call 878·2375.

To my gorgeous (extra gorgeous in a 3·piece
suit), lovng, Irish, CB (city· boy!?) bo: Here's
the personal you've been waiting for· It's actual
purpose was to say thanks for Thurs. 4/12, but
twas late again! Anyway, it couldn't have been
a better night. Thanx, Love, Maureen (Moe).

1968 Plymouth GTX. 68,000 miles. Goed
transportation, new sticker, very good tires.
$295.00 or best offer. Call 697·2800··Lou.

Going into teaching? After eight years of
collecting and making tea<:hing aids, I have
about ten cartons of materials-· approximate
grade levels 3-6. $35.00. 584.-1116.

To the Typist at S. C.' Time to leave B.S. C. and
out into the world. The beginning of the end. A
personal before you leave. Thanksforall those
talks we had and the time out to Hal/eween.
You're ogreal person. Keep up Ihegoodwork
with Dickens, and the best of

EARN BIG MONEY-- $60.00 per hundred
stuffing envelopes. Work as much or as little as
you want. For more details, write STEWART
ENTERPRISES; Box 974 B; Plymouth, Ma.

Vickie, Kathleen, Gerard·Herl?'s my promised
personal. This year has been the greatest. Had
good and bad times but wouldn't trade them
for anything. I'll miss you this summer. Thanks .
for being my roomies and tolerating with me
throughout the year, especially now. All of you
are special to me in

02360.

housing
Four-room apartment. Walking distance to
college. Furnished. kitchen, $215 per month.
All utilities. call Rick 697-9283, or 872·6040. call
around 5 p.m.
N. Middleboro-spacious 6 room, 2nd floor
apartment. Four bedrooms. $250.00 per
month. Call 947·7075 after 3:30.
Roommate wanted to share 4 room apartment
for summer. Available June lSI through
August 31st. Rent $55 each a month plus
utilities, room for two people to share a room.
Two minutes from campus. Call Bernac;lett
697-6320.

wanted
__________________

1 'or 2 male or female roommates needed for
summer. 1 large bedroom available in large 5
rm. apt. corner of Dean St. and Summer St. 2
min. walk from school. Low rent. Call Denise
~r Anne at 697·6320.

Lost. In the vicinity of Apt. 11-B, 2 fairly new
bed frames. If anybody knows the
whereabouts of these valuable pieces of
furniture please. contact Ed, Jack, or John in
Apt. l1-B. Large Reward with no questions
asked, ..;..._ _ _ _ _ _....._ _

Joe Regan- You can dish it out but you can't
take it. If .you are waiting for an apology don't
hold your breath! -Anonymous-P.S. You can
leave theposter and darts at the front desk at
Wood.
Gee, what· did you do Friday night? Fly to
Colorado? You must haue been pretty high! Is
that why you were hurting Saturday? Dad
euen had to escort you tathe mouies Sunday
night, you better take it easy this weekend.

services
I will do typing in my home· using IBM Selectric
Typewriter. Reasonable Rates. Call Ellen. 697·
6271~
\

Jeannie;eLet's go to Larry's for one drink, and
bring your toothbrush. After that, we will drop
you ~ffat the nearest fire hydrant, but watch
out for those intersections.L·..square, Sull.

personals
Grit: Did you realize that you have a group of
female admirers at the Hill? We just want to
thank you because every morning you work it
makes our day! Cheese omlets and tasteless
pancakes were our only stimulation until you
came along. We, db have one complaint
though:

Karen, How's Dalei Did you remove the shirt
yet? Next comes the pants! Darlene, drop any
cakes lately?
Martha·How's Alaska U. this time cif year')
Take pictures much?! Anything developmg?
Fall down on Ballroom floors often. Tell
Tarzan 1said hello. Mr. B. strikes again. Have
many friends over Thurs. night?
Keep'
the fish swimming.
Joycey·Baby·Happy, Happy Birthday. The big
20! Just made it, huh? We can always to to
West Point for the weekend. Oh, I'm so cold. Is
that you at my door again? Oh, I'm sorry. Let's
live it up on Sunday. Let's play checkers while
.
we're there.

Women's Week
Upcoming
~nt.

from p.lO)
women are members of the group
who co-authored the popular
books, "'Our Bodies?Our Selves and
Our Children! Our Selves....
S.U. Formal Dining Room_
Spcinsored by Action Center for
Women & SGA.

Thurs, May 3
10:00 Women Returning tc
School
A panel discussion by:
James Plotner, Acting Directin~
Director of Admissions
Paul Gaines, Progress
Susan Krashin, Career Exploration
Center
Patricia Gesner, moderator, OASIS
Sponsored by OASIS. Rathskeller
11:00 Women and Careers
A panel by graduates of ~C talkin.g.
about their careers and how their
education helped them obtain their
jobs. The members will look at the
chances for advancemeI'l;t in their
To the highest on the hill from 501 to .515·
You're the best! But we all know who does it
the best. O.K.? JM·What's up?!! C.C.Liba you
have to take a shower at the right time slot.
HN-hi Fag!!! Gerry, Let's go to York Steak
House for
Hey Bean, Getting loaded lately, maybe you
should call your MBuddies. Oh no Bum me
out nobody is home. Well maybe next time.
An~way, g~dnight. Erin Bean.
JS.
p
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Joe N75 ·you big hunk, you can tackle me
anytime! Been to the library lately? I miss your
face·Me.
Oscar Mayer.How was the Countdown Party?
Did you have a good time? We think you did,
do you remember? We'll catch you on the
rebound! Me.

Minus One Moustache: I don't want to be
minus a good friend·· okay? Wondering

Doctor: everytimeIse-e you I'm bombed. Hope .
to have a straight conversation with you
.sometime. Rat Woman

Chester;OK, ya happy? You better hurry up
and find a date·Oh, look who's dropped in my
lap! All taken care of, NO problem. Reunited-I
love it. How's those Monday meetings? Even
though I haven't been around much latelY,l'm
still there if you need me.

T~ ~li D~~t~~~ B~~~h' ~;s': A~~~~e' i~;r~~t~d

this is to anyone· that likes to drink. Espec.
Chester (you youngster), Shame, Sandy C.,
Virginia, and you too Carin. Sorry Joyce! Well
what are we going to do tonite? How about the
Rat. I wish I was on the water. -Doesn't this
make sense? Living in a Rock
Could the person (if any) who saw the rust
Chevy Nova hit inthe Hill parking lot please
call Ginny at 7674769. Thecai' was hit on
Wednesday April 11. 1979.
Demet,
Tired!!! Well
else is new? The day I find
be the day I quit drinking, ...
you not fired
Have you been calling Bear through the socket
lately? Bye Your roommate

what
will

We are NFAMILYN (GREEK that is!) I've got all
my sisters with me! Wasn't Mom's lamb the
"best? Hey sis, Cindy, how's the view from
upstairs? Let's go comb our hair, you've got
the comb, right? How about the coat ticket?
Check your sock.

'

Cheb: Thanks'for being the be~t friend anyone
ever had 1 love your family, and your family
loves you. Let's go to Florida soon. Don't laugh
at the wedding. We can probably take Ars
speed boat out on the lake. T eke care always.
Remember-- God loves you.
To the sister with the cigarette: It was a fun
night and I hope we (George also) can do it
again sometime. By the way; I will try hard not
to be so perfect. Love, one of your pledges.
Weed, This week it's your tum. How's the wet
sand all night long?? Just going for a Walk, huh?
Look at that guy on the 4th floor! Let's get a
picture. Those shorts were built for two
afteralll Don't get too burned, then the pigeon
can't touch you!
t.H. in G-28: You're a sweetheart and I really
appreciate all you've done for me. You've been
a great friend and I wish you luck always. Love,
A Friend. ,.
To the Pledges of Phi Pi Delta: Remeber-- Hell
Week is the worst and best part of pledging. I
wish you all the,luck in the world- you may
need itl! Good Luck, VQur pledgemaster.

particular .occupations, how to
enter the job market and trends in
the field_ Moderated. by Kathy
Coffey of the Career Exploration
Center. Sponsored by S,U.
Program Committee S.U_
Rathskeller.
11:00-1:00 Open House in the
Women's Center located across
from the Rathskeller.
Assertiveness is. an honest and
direct means of communication and
it has become an important issue for
women. Ms. Sheehan will have a
':>rief discussion of what
~ssertiveness is and why it has
become an imPortant skill for
women to adopt. Speaker Nancy
Sheehan
Prof. C. Greenes class, all invited
Library room 212.
7·11:00 Music by Women Artists
Robin Pearl, station manager of
WBIM, will feature music by women
artists, ranging from Barbara

O.K. Chester: Here's your personal. Next
time you get drunk don't try walking someone
to the door in your T-shirt and und4-rwear and
don't walk up two flights like that either. -"No
thanks, 1" don't like fish." Love ya-- a friend.
This is to anyone who likes to drink
e:spec.Chester (you youngster}. Shame Sandy
C., Virginia, and you too Carin. Sorry Joycel
Well, what are we going ,to do tonight? How
about the Rat? I wish I was on the water.
Doesn't this make sense?
Could the person (if any) who saw a Chevy
Nova hit in the HUI Parking lot please caD
Ginny at 767-4769. The car was hit on
Wednesday, April 11; 1979.
To Jelt, Jerry; M::a.~Wed nite was good, but
MB please leave the ~glowing~ bra home, .and
Jerry you keep watching the others around,
youll catch on soon, Jeff do you believe us
quiet girls, you bettm- get use to it!
I never do things like this! Until next time...

Hey Ray! Where did you learn to play Follow
The Leader?
Mary
Hey Budda,aIf that fhaveto say to you is "Just
Below me and to the left," J. f3.oy
Brothers and Sisters of Phi Pi Delta: This is to
inform you of the night to come.-We are not
dumb pledges so don't expect anything less
from the best of us.
We love you
Future Brothers and Sisters of Phi Pi Delta?
Dear Mrs. Ed,
You're not a poor misguided - - - - . We
all love you and couldn't live without you...
Love
Lounge Town
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SHUT-UP..SHUT-UP, Just tell me is today
Thursday? Hey Mario Andretti is the car ready
for the Journey to the Center of the Earth?What?! The
aturday--hey wait for melt p.s. Watch out for
flying Jeeps.
N

To my Bubby, I hope the Easter Bunny was
good to you. This bunny sure has been (well,
most of the time.) I'm just waiting for one thing
from my'bunny and you know what that is.
\Nell dear, it's time to jump in the rack! You
ready? I'm always

~-

To all 18 of us·Disney World was worth it. I'm
not moving, I like the view from here.
especially the two in the white Camara. Did
they get me in the picture? I hope 50. Meet at
the Castle at 10:00 and don't be late.

OK CHESTER - here's your personal. Next
time you get drunk-Don't try walking someone
to the door in your t·shirt and underwear &
don't walk up 2 flights like that either·"NO
THANKS, I don't like FISH" Love ya· a friend.

p

lost and .found

To the nev.' sisters·l'm glad you all made it.
Welcome in, you'll love it. Fran I think I got
enough pictures of you, don't you?_ Make sure
your rears are ready for the 28th. I'm already
practicing, so watch out. I may be small but my
backhand is terrific.

To . the tall blond in 203 and his kinky
associates; Last Hump·day UXIS fun but got a
little carried OUXly-my head stilt hurts! l'm glad [
found those bottles under my bed or else my
roommate would've killed me! And Larry,
keep your moons to yourself.

Mac and c.J. ·I'm glad you got Q good laugh out
of throwing me in the bushes the night of the
Alpha Party. I'm still plucking the needles out
0] my shirt. Try it againandyou'/l be sorry, cuz
I don't get mad'l get even.

~~6

To my trackmen; Thank you all for making my
job so easy and thanks for accepting me so
easily as a part of all or you. Good luck this
season. Your AT.

in checking out ph6tosof Silver Beach area;
there will be a round·up the Saturday after,
Easte~. A little punch perhaps, or maybe some
brew? Hope everyone has their photos back
and paid for. I doubt some people will develop
ten rolls. See

Karen·Have a high Happy Birthday from your
spaces hot friends at the. Hill.

Rooms for girls. Kitchen priveleges. Three
minute walk to college. $25.00 per week. 697·
7477.

Tessie: Hi Buddie, How's the weight room? Lilt
those weights. Up Lacrosse! Mer! and Pig.
Good luck in softball, you stars! Hey, Babino.
no more spastics! Sandy, steal any beds lately?
You guys kill me!! -Signed. F & F

P.M.·Don'tworry, no more visits in the AM. I
tie myself to my bedpost now. Sorry about the
"sore throat", and thanks for the Snack
Pack. .. next time I'll use a spoon.·You~ pal,
Aqua Velva Woman.

Goof· You're really a bouncy· bouncy guy.
You're losing your uoice Mr. Bill. Hey Goofkeep an eye on your clothes and make it
tighter! (You goo]!) Don't be surprised if you
run into more goofiness in the future. Yours
Goofi/y·Goo/.

Need 1 or 2 roommates to share a3 bedroom
apatment for the summer. Walking distance to
college, kitchen. Call Paula, 697·6140.

Wood Hall Section 6; You are the grealest
group 01 people in the world. Sweeney, Bog.
and·Standy, you throw the best keg partles'
Partner in crime. you make the best popcorr..
Deb, you'retne champa! caps. Hiroom53.52,
50, 49, 48, 47, 46. Hey, Mich watch out

Attention PE 462·-New games are the best
games. Learn valuable teaching skills for
leisure activities .. See you Tues, April 24 at
12:00 noon in Large Gym.
Hey Eddie·How 'bout taking me to see Dennis
Ekersley tomorrow night? I hear he's going to
be at Walpole Mall! I've got a beautiful blonde
who wants to .come along too, what. do ya
say?!! Love C.J. The Skating Queen.

CAM-· "Can you read my mind? Do you know
the things I'm thinking of? Don't know who you
are, just a friend from another star. Hyou need
to fly to, if you need to be loved here I am read
my mind. Ma.Jreen McGovern

.

Mr. Bitch,
2¢ was just enough. Thanks. HQW was the .
Easter Bunny to you? Meet you inside the'
soccer net. By the way W. U.
Your Chauffer
on Friday."
'To Patty N, the Steve Martin nut:·
Congratulations on your 21st B·Day. Hope it'si
a happy one. Also, hope you had a good time at
the Spring Ball. I was watching. Love, J.D.

Classifieds are free for allistud'mts,faculty, staff, and administration of SSC.
For all at,hers. rates are $1.50 per column inch.
National adVertising rate (outside Mass.) is $2.94 per column inch.
Name/phone:
Address:
Total amount enclosed (non.student)·;
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LaCrosse T earns Have Slow Start
On April 8th, the team's first match was
against Boston College. A heartbreaking 8-4
loss was suffered by the Varsity squad as a
result of four quick goals by B.C. to end the
second half. Scoring for 8.S.C. was Debbie
Hill,· Jane Urbanski, and Theresa Muoio with
two.
The JV. team traveled to Pine Manor
College on April 10th for their first match.
After a big comeback in the second half, time
ran out for B.S.C. The final score was 11-9.
J.V. goals were scored by Kathy Boggan,
Annette Randaza, Sue Bradbury, Nina
Roberts, Emily Caraker, and Donna
Jacobson and Kathy McCallion both scoring

two.
With one game under their belt the varsity
squad traveled to U.N.H. on April 17th.
B.S.C. was simply out classed by one of the
highest ranking teams in the nation, which
resuklted in a score of 23-1. B.S.C:s lone goal
was scored by Kathy McCallion. (Well tried!)
On April 19th the varsity team's first win
was over Northeastern University. It was
tense in the first half as B.S.C. took a
commanding 3-0 lead with a few minutes gone
in the game. But N.U. soon ironed out their
problems and brought the score closer and
closer. The first half score was 6-5:
Bridgewater. The second half was the turning

point in the decision of the victors.
Bridgewater came on strong and out scored
N.U. 10-1. The final score was 16-6. Leading
for B.S.C. in the scoring department was
Maureen VonEuw, Mary Delorey, Jane
Urbanski, and Theresa Muoio all with three
goals. Debbie Hill picked up two, along with
Kathy McCallion and Kathy McSweeney
each with one. Defensively, goalie Deb
Draper had a super day, stopping all but six
shots that Norhteastern drilled at her.
On April 21st, the J. V. team traveled to
Wheaton College_ Considering B.S.C.'s J.V.
team was up against Wheaton's J.V. and

Do You Wear

Softballers Take Two
The 1979 edition of BSC softball will be led

by 4 yr. starters Donna Arcudi and Ginny
Walsh. Seniors Karen Hooper and Jean Ellis
will help backbone Coach Ed Keyes swingin'
Bears.
The team holds a 3 & 2 record. During the
last 2 yrs. our softballers have compiled an
impressive 22-8 record, for rankings of One
and Nine respectively in the east.
After dropping the opener at Yale 6-3 the
gals traveled to Barringtion and Springfield to
post a pair of wins.
In Barrington, left-fielder Karen Hooper (3
hits) and catcher Donna Arcudi (2 hits)
supplied pitcher Cindy KurpieJ with the runs
needed in the 4-2 win.
At Springfield, Christine Ramsay hurled a 2
hitter while the defense turned 2 double plays
for a 4-1 win. A 12 hit attack led by shortstop
Ginny Walsh's double and triple, along with 2
hits each from Donna Arcudi, Lisa
Vaillancourt and Chris Ramsay completed
the scalping of the Chiefs.
April 17th Springfield rolled into town with
revenge on their mind. Flame thrower Chris
Ramsay greeted...the Chiefs leadoff hitter with
a K. Chris cruised through the first 4 innings
allowing 2 hits and no runs. Karen Hooper led
off the Bears first with a walk. Karen moved to
3rdon a single by Ginny Walsh and scored on
Donna Arcudi's deep fly to center for a 1-0
lead. In the 5th, Springfield sent 9 batters to
the plate for 4 runs on 2 hits, butthe defense
m,~d~ two ,costly errors. Our Bears cut the

and scored on walks to Donna Arcudi, Ann
Merlin and Lisa Vaillancourt.
The Chiefs took a commanding 6-2 lead
with 2 more runs in the 6th_ Chris Ramsay led
off the Bears 6th with a base hitand scored as
Karen. Hooper and J'ean Ellis sacrificed her
home. BSC came to life in the top of the 7th.
3rd baseman Lou-Ann MacAulay charged a
bunt, did a 1 1/2 flip then gunned to 1st
baseman Ann Merliii for the double play.
Springfield could taste victory as they took
the field for the final 3 cuts. Ann Merlin led off
with her 3rd walk of the game. Coach Keyes
sent in speedy Karen Pignataro to run for
Merlin. Lisa Vaillancourt laced a single to left
and Dawn Henderson followed with a walk.
Lou-Ann MacAulay smashed a base hit
scoring Pignataro .and Vaillancourt.
Ramsay's base hit set thl-; stage for Karen
Hooper. Springfield brought in ace reliever
Goose Insalaco. The Goose served up a
golden egg to Hooper and Karen greeted her
with the game winning hit to left·center for the
7-6 win.--The 3 stars: Karen Hooper (2 hits),
Ginny Walsh (3 hits),andlou·AnnMacAulay
(1 hit) and the defensive play of the game.
Up a Keene the Bears dropped one in the
last inning 4-3. Cindy Kurpiel through a gutsy
6 hitter in the losing cause. ESC scored all
their runs in the 2nd on hits by Lisa
Vaillancourt, Dawn Henderson, Lou-Ann
MacAulay and Jean Ellis. The Bears could
only muster a base hit by Karen Hooper the
. rest of the game. BSC is novJ ;3-2.
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Sports"
Tennis Nets· Two
by Douglas Mildram since last fall)on the Rosen Memorial Tennis'
The B.S.C. Varsity tennis· contingent Courts at the base of Great Hill. Your. support
racked up their second win of the young would be most appreciated for this event.
season as they downed a strong Lowell club 5The B.S.c. men's tennis team chalked up
4. This score is somewhat misleading as the two more impressive wins this past week
Bears clinched the match after single play by crushing Roger Williams 7-2 and handling
taking a insurmountable 5-1 lead.
Stonehill 6-3. The two wins improves the
No.1 man Steven Power. continued his fine Bears spring record to 4-0 and overall record
playas he downed his opponent6-4, 6-4. The to 11·l. The Bears travel to Newport this
key to Steve's success so far has been his Saturday to play Salve Regina. The scores for
ability to play steady tennis while constantly the past two matches:
.
applying pressure to his opponent.
SSC 7
Roger Williams 2
No. 2 player Doug Mildram defeated his
Singles
opponent 6-3, 6-1 and No. 3 man Joe
l.Steve Power (won) 6-3,6-4
McDermott used a strong serve and volley
2. Bruce Ogilvie (won) 6-4,6-4
game to easily defeat his opponent 6-4,6-2.
3. Doug Mildram (won) 6-0,6-2
Things weren't so smooth at the no. 4 position
4. Joe McDermott (won) 6-0,6-1
however as Glenn Guenard had to fightand
5. Glenn Guenard(won) 6-0,6-3
scrape his way to a well earned 6-4, 6-4 win.
6; Dan Damish (won) 6-4,6-4
No.5 man Bruce '1ce Man'" Ogilvie had a
Doubles
struggle before downi~g his opponent 7-6(5-3)
1. Power-Godde (iost) 6-4,3-6,6-2
in the third set. No.6 player Dan Damish lost
2. Damish-Southworth (lost) 6-4,5-7,6-4
a grueling 3 set· match to a very steady,
3. McDermott-Melino (won) 6-1,6-4
baseline style player as, after coming from far
behind, .he was unable to put together his
sse 6 Stonehill 3
excellent volleying game in the third set.
Singles
1. Steve Power (won) 6-0,7-6
Lowell sWept the doubles action, but it
should be noted that two of the three Bear
2. Bruce Ogilvie (lost) 6-4,5-7,6-4
teams were playingtogetherfor the first time.
3. Doug Mildram (won) 6-1,6-2
The teams were as follows: No.1 Doubles
4. Joe McDermott (won) 6-2,6-2
(Dan Damish--GregSouthworth)(lost). No.2
5. Glenn Guenard (won) 6-0,6-3
Doubles (KiI;n Goddu--Paul Dim) (lost). No.3
6. Dan Damish (won) 6,2,6-4
Doubles (Steve Smith-oRick Miner) (lost).
Doubles
The Beats'~ wJli be .in, action .. ~gain on
1. Southworth-Godde(lost) 6-4,7.5
",S,\turdi3Yils th~y;travel tQ~oger Wl~hams. On:,;2.Melino7Di?T;1(W On) 6-4,4-6,7-6
Monday, a tough StonehllL club...l.mtl.try"anci.. ;", ,..!Qr,:Smith~ttiOl.:"O£)st14~6)6-3,7:-5,:.
break the Bear's: winning;streak(4 straight

was tough for Little Red" to get going in the
first half, but it was a different story for the
vJheaton girls in the second half, B.S.C. out
scored them 6-1. The final score was
Wheaton 9, B.S.C. 6. Scoring for Bridgewater
was Kathy Boggan with two , Annette
Randaza, Donna Jacobson, Erin Egan, and '
Sue Bradbury all with one.
SSC got off to a slow ~tart there just two
games, but are back on the winning track
again. SSC comes home on Thursday April
26 against U. Mass. All games will be played
on the football field. The team needs your
,~.
support. So come and watch.

GLASSES?

Here's an effective new eye-exercise program that can
produce astonishing results in a very short time . ..
The Bettervision Eye Clinic is
now offering a program of eyeexercises that can safety correct
most cases of poor eyesight ...... so
that glasses or contact lenses
are no longer needed. Originally
developed by Dr. William H. Bates
of the New York Eye Hospital, this
method has been widely used by the
Armed Forces, schools, clinics, and
thousands of private individuals, for
the treatment of:

•
•
•
•

nearsightedness
farsightedness
astigmatism
middie-age sight

Aldous Huxley-Nobel Author
"My vision was getting steadily worse,'
even with greatly strengthened glasses.
To my dismay I realized I was going
blind. On the advice of my Doctor I
decided to try the Bates Method. There
was an immediate improvement. After
only 2 months I was able to read clearly
without glasses. Better still, the cataract
which had covered part of one eye for
over 16 years was beginning to clear up."
Rev. Frederick A. Milos, M.S.
"By followiug the simple exercises given
in this trogram. I have completely
recovere my vision. Now I can read for
long periods without my glasses."

Ron Moore-Technician
"I originally went to the Clinic to deliver
For many years it was thought that
some equipment-and ended up trying
poor eyesight was just bad luck, or
their eye-exercise program. I am nearsomething you inherit from your parents.
sighted, and have worn glasses for 15
Scientists now know that most eyesight
yrs. In just 3 weeks after starting
problems are caused by accumula ted
the program, my eyesight has aireaqy
stress and tension-which squeeze the , impl:Qv.ed".:to ..the"4\a.int...wlu~re I ;ca.n,·,~AW
eyeball out of shape, and affect tlie
drive, do business, and watch T:V.-=-aU
muscles that do the focusing. The result
without my glasses! ,.
is the eye cannot form a clear image, and
the world appears to be blurry. In people
over 40, the natural aging process is also
an important factor.

No matter what
your eyesight problem
the Bates Method Can help you.
This is a health care program,
and will ben·efit
everyone who fonows itchildren, adults, and seniors.
It is important to understand that
glasses do not cure a visual problem.
They are simply a compensating device
-like crutches. In fact, glasses usually
make the condition worse. Because they
make the eyes weak and lazy, a minor
problem often develops into a lifetime of
wearing g l a s s e s . '
The Bates Method corrects·· poor
eyesight by strengthening the eyemuscles and relaxing the eyeball. You de
simple easyexerci.se~ thatincreas,e your
focusing power,elimmate eyestram, and
bring your eyesight back to normal.
Because the Bates Method deals with
the basIC cause of your eyesight
problem, you can expect to see a definite
improvement in as little as 1 or2 weeks.·'
Even if you have worn glasses all your
life- things will become clearer, and
clearer, and you will have flashes of good
vision .. : as you go through the program,
these flashes become longer and more
frequent ... gradually blending into
permanent better sight-at which point
the exercises are no longer necessary.
We usually find that people whose
eyesight is not too bad can return to
20120 vision in about a month. Even if
your eyesight is really poor, within 2
to 3 months you should be able to put
away your glasses, once and for all. Read
these case histories:

"

Six extrinsic muscles
control the shape and
movement of the eyeball.

This program has. been . specially
designed for the individual· to exercise
at home. Written in simple non-technical
language, it gives you' all the guidance
you need to regain natural healthy vision
in just 1/2 hour a day: illustrated booklet,
complete step-by-step instructions, plus
special charts and displays to ensure
you make rapid progress. The program
is 'fully guaranteed and there's nothing
more to buy.
By following this program, you will
soon be able to see clearly without
glasses. It's up to you. Ordering the

Bates Method can be one of the best
decisions you ever made. So do it nowbefore you get sidetracked and forget.
Fill out the order coupon, attach your
check for $9.95 plus $1 for postage and
handling, and mail it to us todayl
If you. have any questions regarding
this program, please call us at
(415) 163-6699. Our qualified
()perator wl~1 be glad to help you.
.

-

------~----------~---~-~--------~~---~-~-----~-~~~-~--~-~-The Bates Method. can mark a turning point in your lifebetter eyesight without glasses or contactlenses~ ,The
program is guaranteed. Try it for 30 days, andi, you're
not fully satisfied, return' it for an immediate refund.
Bettervision Eye Clinic·
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
<-J
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16th & Jefferson,
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